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Introduction 
 

Thank you for purchasing Digital Indicating Controller [DB 600 series]. 
 
Understand the instrument properly and read this instruction manual beforehand in order to avoid 
any troubles. 
This is a 'Communications' instruction manual. For general specifications, read [General] 
instruction manual along with this manual. 
 
 About DB600 

① DB600 (with programming function) is a digital programing controller which is able to hold 
maximum 4 patterns by 12 steps programming operations. 

② SV, PID and event value are able to be registered at 8 types of execution No.  
③ High accuracy as display accuracy ± 0.1 % and control interval 0.1 sec. 
④ Display PV value/SV value and analog bar of output value by high view angle/brightness provided 

by LCD. 
 

Product warranty scope 

This instrument is warranted for one year from the date of delivery. If it is damaged during the 
warranty period, when used normally based on the cautions in the instruction manual, labels, and 
markings attached to the instrument, etc., it will be repaired without any charge (only in Japan). In 
the case, we are sorry to trouble you, but please contact your dealer or nearest our sales office. 
However, in cases of the followings, it will be repaired at your expense even during warranty period. 
1. Failure or damage caused by improper use or connection, or invalid repair or modification. 
2. Failure or damage caused by fire, earthquake, wind or flood, thunderbolt, or other extraordinary 

natural phenomena, or pollution, salt, harmful gas, abnormal voltage, or use of unspecified 
power. 

3. Replacement of parts or accessories that have reached the end of their life. 
4. In the case of failure that is caused by product other than CHINO's. 
 

Furthermore, the term ‘warranty’ in this sense covers only a CHINO’s product itself. Therefore, 
we are not responsible for compensation for whatever the damage that is triggered by failure of 
our product. 

 
 

Notices 

1. No part of this manual can be reproduced or copied in any form without permission. 
2. The contents of this manual may be altered without prior notice. 
3. This manual has been documented by making assurance doubly sure. However, if any question 

arises or if any error, an omission, or other deficiencies are found, please contact your nearest 
our sales office. 

4. CHINO is not responsible for any operation results of this instrument. 

 

・ Other described company names and product names are trademarks and registered 

products of the respective companies.  

・ Please note that the marks “TM”and “®”are omitted throughout this manual. 
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1 Before use 
 

1-1 For safe use of the product 
This section describes correct use of this instrument to prevent safety hazard to the people and of 
their properties. 
If the instrument is used in a manner not specified by manufacturer, the protection provided by the 
instrument may be impaired. 
Please read and understand the contents of this instruction manual and make sure to observe 
following warnings and cautions. 
 

1-1-1 Preconditions for use 
 

1. This product is a general product of component type (measuring unit) that is to be used by 
mounting it on a panel for instrumentation inside a room. Do not use it in any other condition. 
(Expect for portable type.) 

2. Design fool-proof and fail-safe on the final product side and inspect regularly and use the 
product after checking safety of the system. Regarding the use of a device that anticipates a big 
loss due to failure of the product, always install a safety device for preventing these losses. 

3. This is an instrument used for industrial application. Ask instrumentation specialist for 
installation, wiring, adjustment and operation of the product. 
To ensure quality, reliability and safety of the product, understand and strictly observe 
specifications, warnings and cautions in a catalog, specifications and instruction manuals. 

4. Do not use the product in important facilities in which human life, atomic energy, aviation, 
space, medical care, railway, vessel and disaster prevention etc., are involved. 

 

1-1-2 Cautions for long term usage 
 
1. To use the product in a good condition for a long time, regular parts replacement is 

recommended for preventive maintenance. Refer to recommended parts replacement period 
mentioned later and replace parts. 

2. Troubles such as smoke and electric shock may occur due to wear endurance on mechanical 
parts like relays and switches, deteriorations on electric parts such as electrolytic capacitor and 
insulation of other parts used in the product. 
5 to 10 years are reference to update of the product if there is no specific indication on the 
specifications or the instruction manuals depending on the product's working environment and 
operating status. 

  

http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/preventive+maintenance
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1-1-3 Symbol mark 
The following symbol marks are used in this product itself and in this instruction manual hence 
understand the meaning of these symbol marks properly. 
 

Label Name Meaning  

 Alert symbol mark 

Place to refer to the instruction manual to avoid 
“electric shock” and “injuries”, etc. 
Pay extra attention during wiring, inspection and 
maintenance. 

 AC Indicate an alternating current. 

 DC/AC Indicate both of direct and alternating current. 

 Outline protection 
Indicate the device which entire outline is protected by 
double insulation or reinforced insulation. 

 
 

   Caution 
Cautions are explained to avoid causes for slight injuries of users or 

damages of the unit or peripheral devices. 

 

 
  

！ 
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2 Overview 
RS-422A (only for DB650 and DB670) and RS-485 are available in communications interfaces of 
this instrument and are used for communication with personal computer (hereinafter referred to 
as PC). 
From PC, receiving measured data, various parameters can be set and operation commands can be 
given. 
Number of connectable device for this instrument is maximum 31. 

 
 

2-1 RS-422A/485 communications interfaces 
RS-422A/485 communications interfaces can communicate with multiple (maximum of 31 devices) 
DB 600 series which connected in parallel through the signal that conforms to RS-422A/485. 

PCs that have RS-422A/485 communications interfaces are less, however, as it is a serial 
communication, connection can be easily done by using RS232C ⇔ RS-422A/485 signal converter. 
Line converter (CHINO model: SC8-10) for RS-232C ⇔ RS-422A/485 signal conversion is 
available with our company. You may order it from us. 
Difference between RS-422A/485 is that RS-422A uses 4 signal wires whereas RS-485 uses 2 signal 
wires.  
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3 Communication protocol 
This instrument has following two communications protocol and switching can be done by front key 
settings. 

 

3-1 MODBUS protocol 
MODBUS is registered trademark of Schneider Electric. 
MODBUS protocol has RTU mode and ASCII mode and switching can be done by using front key 
settings. It has the transmission function of measured data and settings and operation function. 
 

3-2 PRIVATE protocol 
PRIVATE is conventionally used protocol by CHINO. Switching can be done by using front key 
setting. PRIVATE protocol is for digital transmission and digital remote input. Refer to the section 
8 for details of digital transmission and digital remote. 
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4 Communications specifications 
This instrument has following two communications protocol and switching can be done by front key 
settings. 

 
 

4-1 MODBUS 
 
Communication 
method 

: Half-duplex start-stop synchronization (Polling selecting 
system) 

Protocol  : MODBUS protocol
Communication 
speed 

 : 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400bps switch

Start bit  : 1 bit 
Data length  : 7 bits (ASCII mode)

8 bits (RTU mode/ASCII mode) 
Parity bit  : None/Even/Odd
Stop bit  : 1 bit/2 bits 
Transmission 
code 

 : Binary (RTU mode)
ASCII (ASCII mode) 

Error check 
(Error 
detection) 

 : CRC-16 (RTU mode)
LRC (ASCII mode) 

Data 
transmission 
procedure 

 : No procedure 

Usage signal 
name 

 : Sending and receiving data only (without using the control 
signal) 

 
 

4-2 PRIVATE 
 
Communication 
method 

 : Half-duplex start-stop synchronization (Polling selecting 
system) 

Protocol  : PRIVATE protocol
Communication 
speed 

 : 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400bps switch

Start bit  : 1 bit 
Data length  : 7 bits 
Parity bit  : Even 
Stop bit  : 1 bit 
Transmission 
code 

 : ASCII 

Error check 
(Error 
detection) 

 : BCC (block check character) checksum

Data 
transmission 
procedure 

 : No procedure 

Usage signal 
name 

 : Sending and receiving data only (without using the control 
signal) 
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5 Setting the parameters for PC communication 
On MODEa [communication parameter] of this instrument, from the front key, set following seven 
parameters, “communication protocol”, “communication function”, “instrument number”, 
“communication transmission speed”, “communication character”, “digital transmission type” and 
“digital transmission cycle”. 
 

-Setting Procedure- 
① On the operation screen, long press of  key displays MODE0 initial setting screen. 

 
② Press   key to display MODEa initial screen. 

 
③ Press  key to display communication protocol setting screen. 

Press   key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: MODBUS RTU/MODBUS ASCII/PRIVATE 

 

④ Press  key to display communication function setting screen. 
Press   key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: high order communication/digital transmission/digital 

remote input 

 

⑤ Press  key to display instrument number setting screen. 
Press    key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: 1 to 99 
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⑥ Press  key to display communication transmission speed setting screen. 

Press   key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: 4800/9600/19200/38400［bps］ 
 

⑦ Press  key to display communication character setting screen. 
Press   key to set/change and press  to register. 

 

 

Setting range: 7E1/7E2/7O1/7O2/ 

8N1/8N2/8E1/8E2/8O1/8O2 
 
 

⑧ Press  key to display digital transmission type setting scree. 
Press   key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: PV/SV/MV/MV2/MFB 
 
 

⑨ Press  key to display digital transmission cycle setting screen. 
Press   key to set/change and press  key to register. 

 

 

Setting range: 100MS/200MS/1SEC 
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5-1 Communication protocol setting 
Set communication protocol. 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display communication protocol 
setting screen. 

② With   key to set/change (while set/change, dot at the first digit of the setting value 
blinks) communication protocol and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the setting 
value turns OFF). 
 
『□□』 MODBUS RTU protocol (initial value)
『』 MODBUS ASCII protocol

『』 PRIVATE protocol
 

*When change the communication protocol, “communication character” become initial value. 
 
 

5-2 Communication function setting 
Set communication function. 
When set the communication protocol as 『PRIVATE protocol』, communication function 『high 
order communication』setting is disabled. 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display communication function 
setting screen. 

② With   key to set/change (dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) 
communication function and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the setting value 
turns OFF). 
 
『□□』 High order communication (initial value) 

『』 Digital transmission 

『』 Digital remote input 
*Constant value operation 

 
 

5-3 Communication number setting 
Set communication number. 
Set the numbers to one to multiple instruments respectively that communicate with PC. Make 
sure not to overlap the numbers. 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display instrument number setting 
screen. 

② With (shift of digit)  (increase or decrease of numeric value) key to set/change 
(dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) instrument number setting and press  key to 
register (dot at the first digit of the setting value turns OFF). 
 
『□□□□』 

to 
『□□□』 

Instrument number 1 to 99 (initial value 1)
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5-4 Communication transmission speed setting 
Set communication transmission speed. 
Use this instrument and PC at the same communication transmission speed (normally use at 
initial value 『9600bps』). 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display communication 
transmission speed screen. 

② With   key to set/change (dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) 
communication transmission speed and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the 
setting value turns OFF). 
 
『□』 4800bps 
『□』 9600bps (initial value)
『』 19200bps 
『』 38400bps 
 

 

5-5 Communication character setting 
Set communication character. 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display communication character. 

② With   key to set/change (dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) 
communication character and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the setting value 
turns OFF). 
 
 MODBUS RTU 
『□□』 8bit/ No parity/ Stop bit 1 (initial value)
『□□』 8bit/ No parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 8bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 8bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 8bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 8bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 2

 
 MODBUS ASCII 
『□□』 7bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 1 (initial value)
『□□』 7bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 7bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 7bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 8bit/ No parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 8bit/ No parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 8bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 8bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 2
『□□』 8bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 1
『□□』 8bit/ Odd parity/ Stop bit 2
 
 PRIVATE 
『□□』 7bit/ Even parity/ Stop bit 1
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5-6 Digital transmission type setting 
Set digital transmission type. 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display digital transmission type 
screen. 

② With   key to set/change (dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) digital 
transmission type and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the setting value turns 
OFF). 
 
『□□□』 Digital SV transmission 

Digital transmit measured value (SV) of operation screen. 

『□□□』 Digital PV transmission (initial value) 
Digital transmit measured value (PV) of operation screen. 

『□□□』 Digital output 1 transmission  
Digital transmit output 1 value of operation screen. 

『□□』 Digital second output transmission  
Digital transmit second output value of operation screen. 
*Displayed when adjustment output 2 type is other than 

“None”. 

『□□』 Digital FB transmission 
Digital transmit the FB measured value on the operation 
screen. 
*Displayed when control output 1 type is the ON-OFF servo 

output type. 
 

 

5-7 Digital transmission cycle setting 
Set digital transmission cycle. 
 

① From MODEa initial setting screen, press   key to display digital transmission cycle 
setting screen. 

② With   key to set/change (dot at the first digit of the setting value blinks) digital 
transmission cycle and press  key to register (dot at the first digit of the setting value turns 
OFF). 
 
『』 Digital transmit by 100msec cycle. 

*If using the instrument which slave unit side (receive unit) setting parameter 
does not have “digital transmission cycle”, do not set this parameter. If the 
cycle is too fast, command cannot be received. 

『』 Digital transmit by 200msec cycle. 
*If using the instrument which slave unit side (receive unit) setting parameter 

does not have “digital transmission cycle”, do not set this parameter. If the 
cycle is too fast, command cannot be received. 

『□』 Digital transmit by 1sec cycle. (initial value) 
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6 Wiring  
 

6-1 Precautions during wiring 
 
 Communication terminal 

Terminal layout differs by specified communications interfaces. 
 
【DB630】 

 

 

No. RS-485 

⑦ SA 

⑧ SB 

⑨ SG 

 
【DB650】 

 

 

No. RS-422A RS-485 

⑬ RDA SA 

⑭ RDB SB 

⑮ SDA  

⑯ SDB  

⑰ SG SG 

 

【DB670】 

 

 

No. RS-422A RS-485 

⑬ RDA SA 

⑭ RDB SB 

⑮ SDA  

⑯ SDB  

⑰ SG SG 
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 The total cable length should be 1.2km or less 

Wiring interval of each device is unrestricted; however, the total cable length should be 1.2km or 
less. 
(Line converter ⇔ this instrument on the last edge) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Take measure against noise 

To prevent affect of noise, separate at least 50cm between power line and/or other communication 
cable. 
 
 Make sure to install crimping terminals  

One of the causes of communication failure is disconnection of wires. 
For the end of the communication cable, make sure to install O type or Y type crimping terminals 
with insulation sleeves  
Terminal screw of this instrument is M3.0 and terminal screw of line converter is M3.5mm. 
In addition, terminal screw tightening torque of this instrument is “0.5 to 0.6 N・m”. If the toque 
exceeding this value is applied, terminal screw get damaged, thus pay attention. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Install termination resistor 

When using RS-422A/485 communication, install resistor to this instrument located at last edge. 
(Refer to the section 6-3 for more details)  
General metal-film resistor is good for resistor. They are available from us, so contact us when you 
needed. 
 
 Number of connectable instruments 

Number of connectable instruments is maximum 31.   

Total length of instrument is1.2 km or less. 

O type 

Y type 

Insulation sleeve 

Insulation sleeve 

B

B 

Size 
A 

A 

A: 3.2mm or more 

B: 6.0mm or less 
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6-2 Cable for communication 
Prepare the cable for communication before the wiring. They are available from us, so contact us when 
you needed.  
 

6-2-1 Communication cable for RS-422A 
 
 Connection between line converter and this instrument 

Cable 
O type crimping terminal ⇔ O type crimping terminal RS-422A cable (for line 

converter) 

Format 

 

SG (signal grand) wiring is available on both sides using 2 wicks which is further 
twisted to 4 wicks. It is disconnected and used as there is no SG terminal on the 
line converter side. 

Internal 
wiring 

 

Model code 
  RZ-CRA6□□ 
 
                 Cable length 01 to 99m (specified) 

 
 Connection between DB600s 

Cable O type crimping terminal ⇔ O type crimping terminal RS-422A cable (for parallel) 

Format 

 

SG (signal grand) wiring is available on both sides using 2 wicks which is further 
twisted to 4 wicks. 

Internal 
wiring 

 

Model code 
   RZ-CRA5□□ 
 
                 Cable length 01 to 99m (specified) 
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6-2-2 Communication cable for RS-485 
 

Cable O type crimping terminal ⇔ O type crimping terminal RS-485cable 

Format 
 
SG (signal grand) wiring is available on both sides using 2 wicks. It is disconnected 
and used as there is no SG terminal on the line converter side. 

Internal 
wiring 

Model code 
   RZ-CSS2□□ 
 
                  Cable length 01 to 99m (specified) 
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6-3 Wiring of RS-422A/485 
Using line converter (CHINO model: SC8-10), connect RS-422A/485 communication interface and 
PC. Wiring process is needed for inside of the connecter (refer to the instruction manual for line 
converter about detail) since line converter and PC use transmit/receive/signal ground of three 
signals and do not use other control signal 

 
 Wiring of RS-422A 

 

 

 
 

 Wiring of RS-485 
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7 MODBUS protocol 
 

 

 
 

 When writing parameters (WRITE), operation/setting or change by key operation is partially 
restricted. 

If WRITE command is issued from the PC when the setting screen is displayed on the instrument, 
the [ENT] key operation of the instrument is temporarily disabled (“” is displayed). To 
change the setting from the instrument, stop issuing WRITE command and change the setting 
screen by /  key, etc. [ENT] key operation will be enabled again. 

 
 Since no control signal line is used, attention should be paid when re-transmitting a 

command. 
The serial interface of the instrument directly performs communication without control signal lines. 
Hence, data receiving may fail depending on the condition of the instrument. Attention should be 
paid when resending commands. 

 
 Do not remove the communication cable or devices or turn ON/OFF the instrument during 

communication. 
If the cable or devices consisting the serial interface is removed or if the instrument is turned 
ON/OFF during communication, the operation may stop or an error may occur. In such a case, you 
must reset all the devices consisting the serial interface and restart all over again.  

 
 Send the next command after the communication drive is completely OFF. 

In RS-422A/485, multiple instruments are connected to the same communication line, but only a 
single instrument specified by the PC, using instrument number, drives the communication line. To 
securely send all characters to the PC, it waits a while after sending the last character before turning 
OFF the communication line drive. If the PC sends a command to the next instrument before the 
communication line drive is turned OFF, signals collide and proper communication is disturbed. Pay 
attention to this point if you use a high-speed PC. The time interval is about 5ms. 

 
  

Caution 
To avoid accidents, make sure to read and understand the 
followings before use. ！ 
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7-1 Message transmission mode 
There are two transmission modes, RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) mode and ASCII mode. Select the 
mode by front keys. 
<Table 1. Comparison of RTU mode and ASCII mode> 

Item RTU mode ASCII mode 

Interface RS-422A, RS-485 

Communication method Half duplex asynchronous method 

Communications speed 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400 bps 

Transmission code Binary ASCII 

Error check 
(Error detection) 

Vertical direction Parity 

Horizontal direction CRC-16 LRC 

Character 
configuration 

Start bit 1 bit 

Data length 8 bits 7 bits/8 bits 

Parity bit None/Even/Odd None*/Even/Odd 

Stop bit 1 bit/2 bits 

Message start code None : (colon) 

Message end code None CR, LF 

Data time interval 28-bit hour or less 1 second or less 

 *For 7 bits data length, “None” is not available for parity bit.  
 
 

7-1-1 Transmission Data 
In RTU mode, data is transferred in binary format. In ASCII mode, 8-bit binary data of RTU is split 
into higher 4 bits and lower 4 bits and expressed in characters (0 to 9, A to F). 

Example) RTU mode ASCII mode 

 67H  36H("6") 

 89H  37H("7") 

 ABH  38H("8") 

   39H("9") 

   41H("A") 

   42H("B") 

Since the message length of RTU mode is half of that of ASCII mode, data can be transmitted 
effectively. 
 

7-1-2 Message frame configuration 
RTU mode is made up of message section only. 
ASCII mode is made up of a start character “: (colon, 3AH)”, message, and end character “CR 
(carriage return, 0DH) + LF (line feed, 0AH)”.  

 RTU mode    ASCII mode   

 Message   : Message CR LF 

 
The message start character “:” makes ASCII mode advantageous, allowing for easy troubleshooting. 
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7-2 Data time interval 
 
RTU mode Less than 9600bps: 20msec 
          9600bps or more:  5msec 
ASCII mode 1 second or less 
 
When sending a message, the time interval of data configuring one message should not exceed the 
time above. If exceeded, it is processed as an abnormal message since the receiving side (the 
instrument) judges that the transmission from the sender has completed. 
In RTU mode, message characters must be sent continuously. In ASCII mode, on the other hand, the 
master (PC) with relatively slow processing speed can also be used, since the time interval between 
characters is 1 second at a maximum. 
 
 

7-3 Message configuration 
The configuration of MODBUS message is as below for both RTU and ASCII modes. 
 

Slave address 

Function code 

Data 

Error check 

 
 

7-3-1 Slave address 
Set slave addresses (instrument numbers) in advance in the range from 1 to 99 by front keys. Usually, 
the master performs transmission with one slave. The command message from the master is equally 
received by all instruments connected, but only the slave which matches the slave address responds 
to the message. 
The slave address “0” is used for a message from a master to all slaves (broadcast). In this case, 
slaves do not respond. 
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7-3-2 Function code 
Function code is a code of function to be performed by the slave. Each data is roughly categorized as 
below. Refer to the reference table for details. 
 

 Digital setting value: Auto tuning start 
 Digital input data : Event status, etc. 
 Analog setting value: Various setting information 
   Numeric values are in the range of 16 bits (-32768 to 32767). 
 Analog input data  : Measured data, status, etc. 

  Numeric values are output in the range of 16 bits (-32768 to 
32767). 

<Table 2. Function code table> 

Code Function Unit 
MODBUS original function 

(reference) 

01 Reading of digital (ON/OFF) setting value 1 bit Reading of coil status 

02 Reading of digital input data 1 bit Reading of input relay status 

03 Reading of analog setting value 16 bits Reading of holding register status 

04 Reading of analog input data 16 bits Reading of input register contents

05 Writing of digital setting value 1 bit Status change of single coil 

06 Writing of analog setting value 16 bits Writing to single holding register 

08 Sending of received data (for diagnosis)  Loop-back test 

15 Writing of multiple digital setting values  Status change of multiple coils 

16 Writing of multiple analog setting values  Writing to multiple holding registers

 

7-3-3 Data section 
Data configuration varies according to function code. When a request is sent from the master, the 
data consists of the code number of the data to be read and written (the relative number calculated 
from the reference number described below) and data count, etc. The response from the slave consists 
of the data for the request, etc. 
All of the basic data of MODBUS is 16-bit integers and the existence/nonexistence of sign is specified 
on a data basis. 
Accordingly, measured data is expressed as an integer by assigning the decimal point position to 
other address, or as a normalized data by fixing the decimal point position and normalizing with the 
scale higher/lower limit values. The instrument assigns the decimal point position to other address. 
 

 

7-3-4 Reference number 
In the instrument, data is assigned with the numbers called “reference number” which is necessary 
to read and write the data. The data is categorized by type into “digital setting value”, “digital input 
data”, “analog input data” and “analog setting value”. 
To specify a number in a message, a “relative number” corresponding to the reference number is 
used. 

Caution 
In the data section, specific values, such as input data, are 
assigned as error data. To process such data, judge data error 
first and then combine it with decimal data. 
If it is combined with the decimal data first, error data is 
mistakenly processed as normal data. 

! 
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<Table 3. Reference number and relative number> 

Data type Reference number Relative number 
MODBUS original function 

(reference) 

Digital setting value 1 to 10000 Reference number 1 Coil 

Digital input data 10001 to 20000 Reference number 10001 Input relay 

Analog input data 30001 to 40000 Reference number 30001 Input register 

Analog setting value 40001 to 50000 Reference number 40001 Keeping register 

Example) The relative number of the measured value (PV) of the “reference number 30101” is “100”.  
 

<Table 4. DB600 quick search table for reference No.> 

Data type Parameter 
Reference 

number 

Relative 

number 
Code 

Reference 

table 

Digital setting value 
AT1 start 

FB tuning start 

101 

111 

100 

110 

01 

05 

15 

Section 7-7-3

Digital input data 
Error status 

Event status 
10002 to 10133  1  to  132 02 Section 7-7-4

Analog input data Real data/Parameter information 30101 to 30143  100  to  142 04 Section 7-7-2

Analog setting value 

Setup parameter 1 

Setup parameter 2 

1-type parameter 

Execution parameter, specific 

parameter 

8 types of group parameter No. 1

8 types of group parameter No. 2

8 types of group parameter No. 3

8 types of group parameter No. 4

8 types of group parameter No. 5

8 types of group parameter No. 6

8 types of group parameter No. 7

8 types of group parameter No. 8

Setting parameter 

DI function assignment 

Pattern information 

Operation 

40001 to 40048

40051 to 40099

40101 to 40149

40151 to 40187

40201 to 40246

40251 to 40287

40301 to 40337

40351 to 40387

40401 to 40437

40451 to 40487

40501 to 40537

40551 to 40587

40701 to 40708

48001 to 48007

49003 to 49094

49501 to 49589

 0  to  47 

 50  to  98 

 100  to  148 

 150  to  186 

 200  to  245 

 250  to  286 

 300  to  336 

 350  to  386 

 400  to  436 

 450  to  486 

 500  to  536 

 550  to  586 

 700   to  707 

 8000  to  8006 

 9002  to  9093 

 9500  to  9588 

03 

06 

16 

Section 7-7-1
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7-3-5 Error check 
Error check for transmission frame varies depending on mode. 
 
RTU mode  : CRC-16 
ASCII mode :LRC 
 
 CRC-16 calculation 

In CRC method, the information to send is divided by a generating polynomial and the remainder 
is added to the end of the information to be sent along with the information. The generating 
polynomial is as follows. 

1 + X2 + X15 + X16 
Perform calculation following the steps below for the slave address to the end of the data. 

① Initialize the CRC-16 data (assumed as X) (= FFFFH). 
② Perform exclusive logical sum (EX-OR) of the data 1 and X.→X 
③ Shift the X to the right by 1 bit.→X 
④ If a carry is generated, take A001H and EX-OR. If not, proceed to (5).→X 
⑤ Repeat ③ and ④ until the X is shifted 8 times. 
⑥ EX-OR the next data with X.→X 
⑦Follow the steps ③ to ⑤. 
⑧ Repeat to the last data. 
⑨ Create a message in the sequence from the low to high orders of the calculated 16-bit data 

(X). 
 

Example) If the data is [02H] [07H], CRC-16 is calculated to be 1241H. Accordingly, the error check 
data is [41H] [12H]. 
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Reference: CRC-16 calculation program 

 

/***** CRC-16 calculation program (C language) *****/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
 /*** Internal valiable declaration ***/ 
 unsigned int iLoopCnt;   /* Loop counter   */ 
 unsigned short usData;   /* Input data   */ 
 unsigned short usCrcData;   /* CRC-16 data   */ 
 unsigned short usErrChkData;  /* Error check data  */ 
 int  iDummy;   /* Dummy valiable    */ 
 
 /* Initialize the output result of CRC-16 data */ 
 usCrcData = 0xffff; 
 
 printf("Enter hexadecimal data.(End using [q]) >¥n"); 
 while( scanf("%x",&usData) != 0 ) 
 { 
  /* Get the exclusion of CRC output result and the data that is input */ 
  usCrcData =  usData ̂  usCrcData; 
 
  /*** Do the CRC calculation ***/ 
  /* Repeat till shifting up to 8 bits is done */ 
  for( iLoopCnt = 0 ; iLoopCnt < 8 ; iLoopCnt++ ) 
  { 
   /* Check the presence of carry */ 
   if( usCrcData & 0x0001 ) 
   { 
    /* When carry occurs */ 
    /* Shift CRC output result 1 bit to the right */ 
    usCrcData = usCrcData >> 1; 
     
    /* Get the exclusion with A001H */ 
    usCrcData = usCrcData ̂  0xa001; 
   } 
   else 
    /* When carry does not occur */ 
    /* Shift CRC output result 1 bit to the right */ 
    usCrcData = usCrcData >> 1; 
  } /* for */ 
 } /* while */ 
 
 printf( " CRC-16 data is %x  ¥n", usCrcData ); 
  
 /* Create error check data */ 
 usErrChkData = ( usCrcData >> 8) | ( usCrcData << 8 ); 
 printf( " Data for error check is %xH ", usErrChkData ); 
 
 iDummy = getch(); 
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 LRC calculation 
Perform calculation following the steps below for the slave address to the end of the data. 

①Create a message in RTU mode. 
② Sum up from the beginning (slave address) to the end of the data.→X 
③ Take the complement of the X (bit inversion).→X 
④ Add 1 (X = X + 1). 
⑤ Add X to the end of the message as LRC. 
⑥ Convert the whole data to ASCII characters. 

 

Example) If the data is [02H] [07H], LRC is calculated to be [F7H].  
Accordingly, the binary message is [02H] [07H] [F7H]  
and ASCII message is [30H] [32H] [30H] [37H] [46H] [37H] 

 

 

Reference: LRC calculation program 
 
/***** LRC calculation program (C language) *****/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
 /*** Internal variable declaration ***/ 
 unsigned short usData;   /* Input data   */ 
 unsigned short usLrcData;   /* LRC data   */ 
 int  iDummy;   /* Dummy variable   */ 
 
 /* Initialize the output result of LRC data */ 
 usLrcData = 0; 
 
 printf("Enter hexadecimal data. (End using [q]) >¥n"); 
 while( scanf("%x",&usData) != 0 ) 
 { 
  /* Add from the beginning to the end of the data */ 
  usLrcData += usData; 
  /* Cancel high order, 1 byte */ 
  usLrcData = usLrcData & 0xff; 
 } /* while */ 
 
 /* Get the exclusion with FFH */ 
 usLrcData = usLrcData ̂  0xff; 
 
 /* Add 1 */ 
 usLrcData = usLrcData++; 
 /* Cancel high order, 1 byte */ 
 usLrcData = usLrcData & 0xff; 
 
 /* LRC error check */ 
 printf( "LRC-16 data is  %xH ¥n", usLrcData ); 
  
 iDummy = getch(); 
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7-3-6 Precautions in data processing 
 

① The decimal point position of each data is indicated in the reference table. Some of the 
decimal point positions are fixed, specified by input type (refer to section 7-9) or follow the 
linear scale decimal point position setting. When replaying data, please pay attention to 
decimal point position. 

② Since data-based access (change) is enabled, pay attention when setting related data. For 
example, related data must be initialized when input type is changed. Refer to the reference 
number table for processing details. 

③ Data must be read and written within the range where reference numbers are specified. If 
data is written to a reference number outside the range, instrument operation may be 
affected. 

④ Reading/writing data to multiple inconsecutive reference numbers are enabled. However, if 
the number to which a reference number is not specified is set as a start number, an error 
occurs (Error 02H). 

⑤ When reading multiple consecutive reference numbers, the data of the number to which a 
reference number is not specified becomes “0”. 

⑥ If an error is detected when writing data to multiple consecutive reference numbers, all 
settings are disabled. 

 
 
 

7-4 Message creation 
A message consists of ① slave address, ② function code, ③ data section, and ④ error check code 
(refer to section 7-3). The number of messages which can be read/written at a time is as follows. 
 

Function code 
Data count 

ASCII mode RTU mode 

01 64 pieces 64 pieces 

02 64 pieces 64 pieces 

03 32 pieces 64 pieces 

04 32 pieces 64 pieces 

15 64 pieces 64 pieces 

16 32 pieces 64 pieces 

* Data count is the quantity requested from the high order. 
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The example below describes how to create a message. 
Example) Reading of the "slave address 02" measured data by the instrument 
 

7-4-1 RTU mode message 
 

① Slave address: 02 [02H] 

② Function code: 04 [04H] 

It is "reading of analog input data (input register contents)". If the function code is "04", "2 
bytes of the relative number of the data" to be read in the data section and "2 bytes of the 
data count" to be read are specified (refer to section 7-5). 

* The number of data bytes must be checked. 

③ Data section: Beginning relative number 100 ([00H] [64H]), Count 2 ([00H] [02H]) 

Measured data (analog input data) is stored in the reference numbers "30101 to 30143" (refer 
to the table 4 in section 7-3-4). In the reference table, you can find that the PV (measured 
value) is stored in "30101" and the PV status is stored in "30102" (refer to section 7-7). The 
relative number of the beginning "reference number 30101" can be figured out by 30101 - 
30001 = 100 which is [00H] [64H] in 2 bytes (refer to the table 3 in section 7-3-4). 
Since the data count to be read is "two", i.e. measured value and PV status, they can be 
expressed as [00H] [02H] in 2 bytes. 

④ Error check: 2730H, calculated by CRC-16 ([30H] [27H]) 

 In RTU mode, error check is calculated by CRC-16 (refer to ① in section 7-3-5). According to 
① to ③ , the data in the message basic part is [02H] [04H] [00H] [64H] [00H] [02H] and 
CRC-16 calculation result is 2730H. Hence, error check data is [30H] [27H]. 

⑤ Message: [02H] [04H] [00H] [64H] [00H] [02H] [30H] [27H] 

Create a message according to message configuration (refer to section 7-3). 
 

7-4-2 ASCII mode message 
In ASCII mode, error check is calculated by LRC. 
Convert each data in the message basic part to ASCII code, and also convert LRC to ASCII code and 
add it to the basic part. Add the start character ":" and at the end, add "CR" and "LF". 
Similarly to RTU mode, if the data in the message basic part is [02H] [04H] [00H] [64H] [00H] [02H], 
LRC calculation result is 94H (refer to ② in section 7-3-5). 

       [3AH] [30H] [32H] [30H] [34H] [30H] [30H] [36H] [34H] 
 
 
       [30H] [30H] [30H] [32H] [39H] [34H] [0DH] [0AH] 
 
 
  

64H 02H 04H 00H [:] 

00H 02H 94H 
LRC 

CR LF 
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7-5 Function code 
The response of each function code is as follows (refer to the table 2 in section 7-3-2). 

* Refer to section 7-6 for responses at error. 
 
 

7-5-1 Reading of digital setting value 
 
Function code: 01 [01H] 

Only the specified quantities of consecutive digital (ON/OFF) setting values are read from the 
specified number. 8 ON/OFF data are arranged in numerical order in one data (1 byte) to make 
up the data of response message. The digital data of the number with the smallest LSB (D0 
side) is used. If the number of the read data is not a multiple of 8, unnecessary bits become "0". 

 
Example) Reading of the digital setting value reference number 101 of slave 2 

Reference 
number 

(Start number) 

101 
(0064H)  

First 8 data 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
↑ ↑

108 ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ 101 
Reference number

 

 

[00H] 

Data OFF  

 End of AT1   

 

<RTU mode> 
The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 02H  Slave address 02H 

Function code 01H  Function code 01H 

Start number (H) 00H  Data count 01H 

Start number (L) 64H  First 8 data 00H 

Count (H) 00H 

 

CRC(L) 51H 

Count (L) 01H CRC(H) CCH 

CRC(L) BCH   

CRC(H) 26H   
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above become the LRC below. 

LRC 98H  LRC FCH 

 

* Start number (relative number) is "reference number 1". (Decimal 100 (= 101 to 1) → 
Hexadecimal [64H]). 

* Data count is the number of data bytes. It is different from the requested number. (In this 
example, both the requested number and data count are 1.) 

 

7-5-2 Reading of digital input data 
 
Function code: 02 [02H] 

Only the specified quantities of consecutive digital (ON/OFF) input data are read from the 
specified number.8 ON/OFF data are arranged in numerical order in one data (1 byte) to make 
up the data of response message. The digital data of the number with the smallest LSB (D0 
side) is used. If the number of the read data is not a multiple of 8, unnecessary bits become "0". 
The example of response is same as that of function code 01 (refer to section 7-5-1), but the start 
number (relative number) is "reference number - 10001". 
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7-5-3 Reading of analog setting value 
 
Function code: 03 [03H] 

Only the specified quantities of consecutive analog setting values (2 bytes: 16 bits) are read from 
the specified number. Data is split into high order 8 bits and low order 8 bits and arranged in 
numerical order to make up the data of response message. 

 
Example) Reading of P = 5.0%, I = 60 seconds and D = 30 seconds of the 8types of group parameter 

No. 1 PID of slave 1 
(Read three analog setting value reference numbers of slave 1from 40206 to 40208.) 

Reference 
number 

(Start number) 

40206 
(00CDH) 

40207 
(00CEH) 

40208 
(00CFH) 

 

Data 
50 

(0032H) 
60 

(003CH) 
30 

(001EH) 
← Example of P = 50, I = 60, D = 30 

 
<RTU mode> 

The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 01H  Slave address 01H 

Function code 03H  Function code 03H 

Start number (H) 00H  Data count 06H 

Start number (L) CDH  P (H) 00H 

Count (H) 00H 

 

P (L) 32H 

Count (L) 03H I (H) 00H 

CRC (L) 94H I (L) 3CH 

CRC (H) 34H D (H) 00H 

  D (L) 1EH 

  CRC(L) 58H 

  CRC(H) B5H 
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above becom the LRC below. 

LRC 2CH  LRC 6AH 

 

* Start number (relative number) is "reference number - 40001". 
* Data count is the number of data bytes. It is different from the requested number. (In this 

example, the requested number is 3 and the data count is 6.) 
* The message data count that can be received (the data count the instrument can send) at a 

time is limited (refer to section 7-4). 
 

7-5-4 Reading of analog input data 
 
Function code: 04 [04H] 

Only the specified quantities of consecutive analog input (2 bytes: 16 bits) data are read from 
the specified number. Data is split into high order 8 bits and low order 8 bits and arranged in 
numerical order to make up the data of response message. 
The example of response is same as that of function code 03 (refer to section 7-3-5), but the start 
number (relative number) is "reference number 30001". 
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7-5-5 Writing of digital setting value 
 
Function code: 05 [05H] 

The status of the digital setting value of the specified number is set to the specified status 
(ON/OFF). 

 
Example) Starting of slave 2 auto tuning (AT1) 

(Turn ON the digital setting value reference number 101 of slave 2.) 

Reference number
(Setting value number)

101 
(0064H) 

Data ON 

 Start of AT1 

 

<RTU mode> 

The master to the instrument  
The instrument to the master 

(normal) 

Slave address 02H  Slave address 02H 

Function code 05H  Function code 05H 

Setting value number (H) 00H  Setting value number (H) 00H 

Setting value number (L) 64H  Setting value number (L) 64H 

Setting status (H) FFH 

 

Setting status (L) FFH 

Setting status (L) 00H Setting status (H) 00H 

CRC(L) CDH CRC(L) CDH 

CRC(H) D6H CRC(H) D6H 
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above change to the LRC below. 

LRC 96H  LRC 96H 

 

* In normal response, the response is same as command message. 
* Setting value number (relative number) is "reference number 1". (Decimal 100 (= 101 to 1) → 

Hexadecimal [64H]). 
* When starting, set “FF00H”. *When ending, set “0000H”. 
* If the slave address is set to “0”, all slaves execute this command. However, no slave 

responds. 
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7-5-6 Writing of analog setting value 
 

Function code: 06 [06H] 
The analog setting value of the specified number is set to the specified value. 

 
Example) Setting of slave 1 input type to “K1 (= 5)” 

(Write “5” to the analog setting value reference number 40001 of slave 1.) 

Reference number 
(Setting value number) 

40001 
(0000H) 

Data 
5 

(0005H) 
 
<RTU mode> 

The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 01H  Slave address 01H 

Function code 06H  Function code 06H 

Setting value number (H) 00H  Setting value number (H) 00H 

Setting value number (L) 00H  Setting value number (L) 00H 

Setting data (H) 00H 

 

Setting status (L) 00H 

Setting data (L) 05H Setting status (H) 05H 

CRC(L) 49H CRC(L) 49H 

CRC(H) C9H CRC(H) C9H 
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above change to the LRC below. 

LRC F4H  LRC F4H 

 

* In normal response, the response is same as command message. 
* Setting value number (relative number) is "reference number 40001". 
* If the slave address is set to “0”, all slaves execute this command. However, no slave 

responds. 
 

7-5-7 Loop-back test 
 
Function code: 08 [08H] 

The transmission between the master and the slaves is checked. Response is given according to 
the specified diagnosis code. The instrument performs “return check where received data is sent 
as is” and diagnosis code is fixed to [0000H]. 

 
Example) Loop-back test of slave 2 
 

<RTU mode> 
The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 02H  Slave address 02H 

Function code 08H  Function code 08H 

Diagnosis code (H) 

F
ixed

00H  Diagnosis code (H) 

F
ixed

00H 

Diagnosis code (L) 00H  Diagnosis code (L) 00H 

Optional data *  Received data * 

Optional data *  Received data * 

CRC(L) *  CRC(L) * 

CRC(H) *  CRC(H) * 
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7-5-8 Writing of multiple digital setting values 
 
Function code: 15 [0FH] 

From the specified number, the status of the specified quantities of digital setting values is set 
to the specified status (ON/OFF).8 ON/OFF data are arranged in numerical order to make up 1 
data. The digital data of the number with the smallest LSB (D0 side) is used. If the number of 
writing data is not a multiple of 8, unnecessary bits are ignored. 

 
Example) Starting of slave 2AT1 

(Turn ON the digital setting value reference number 101 of slave 2.) 

Reference number
(Start number) 

101 
(0064H) 

Data ON 

 Start of AT1 

 

<RTU mode> 
The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 02H  Slave address 02H 

Function code 0FH  Function code 0FH 

Start number (H) 00H  Start number (H) 00H 

Start number (L) 64H  Start number (L) 64H 

Count (H) 00H  Count (H) 00H 

Count (L) 01H  Count (L) 01H 

Data count 01H 

 

CRC(L) D5H 

First 8 data 01H CRC(H) E7H 

CRC(L) DEH   

CRC(H) 8AH   
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above change to the LRC below. 

LRC 88H  LRC 8AH 

 

* Start number (relative number) is "reference number - 1". 
* If the slave address is set to “0”, all slaves execute this command. However, no slave 

responds. 
* The message data count that can be sent (the data count the instrument can receive) at a 

time is limited (refer to section 7-4). 
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7-5-9 Writing of multiple analog setting values 
 
Function code: 16 [10H] 

From the specified number, the values of the specified quantities of analog setting values are set 
to the specified values. Data is split into high order 8 bits and low order 8 bits and arranged in 
numerical order before transmission. 

 
Example) Setting of P = 12.0%, I = 90 seconds and D = 25 seconds to the 8types of group parameter 

No. 1 PID of slave 1 
(Set three analog setting value reference numbers of slave 1 from 40206 to 40208.) 

Reference 
number 

(Start number) 

40206 
(00CDH) 

40207 
(00CEH) 

40208 
(00CFH) 

Data 
120 

(0078H) 
90 

(005AH) 
25 

(0019H) 
 
<RTU mode> 

The master to the instrument  The instrument to the master (normal) 

Slave address 01H  Slave address 01H 

Function code 10H  Function code 10H 

Start number (H) 00H  Start number (H) 00H 

Start number (L) CDH  Start number (L) CDH 

Count (H) 00H  Count (H) 00H 

Count (L) 03H  Count (L) 03H 

Data count 06H  CRC (L) 11H 

First data (H) 00H  CRC (H) F7H 

First data (L) 78H    

Second data (H) 00H    

Second data (L) 5AH    

Third data (H) 00H    

Third data (L) 19H    

CRC (L) 33H    

CRC (H) 95H    
 
<ASCII mode> Error check 

* The CRC (L) and (H) above become the LRC below. 

LRC 2EH  LRC 1FH 

 

* Start number (relative number) is "reference number 40001". 
* If the slave address is set to “0”, all slaves execute this command. However, no slave 

responds. 
* The message data count that can be sent (the data count the instrument can receive) at a 

time is limited (refer to section 7-4). 
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7-6 Process during abnormality 
If there is an error in the message from the master, response is given as follows. 
 

7-6-1 No response 
In the following cases, the message is ignored and no response is given. 
 

① When a transmission error (overrun, framing, parity, CRC or LRC) is detected in the message 
② When the slave address in the message is not own address 
③ When message data interval is long 

RTU modeLess than 9600bps: 20msec or more 
9600bps or more: 5msec or more 

ASCII mode1 second or more 
④ When transmission parameters do not match 
⑤ When the number of bytes of the received message exceeds the receivable number (There 

may be no response given when the data count specified in section 7-4 or more is received.) 
 

* If the slave address is "0" in write function and if there is no error in the message, the 
message is executed but no response is given. If any error above occurs in the message, then 
also there is no response. Hence, when the slave address is "0", normality/abnormality cannot 
be judged only by the response from the instrument. 
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7-6-2 Response of error message 
If any error in section 7-6-1 does not occur but the following errors occur in the message from the 
master, a code indicating the error is returned as "error message”. 
Format of error message is as follows. 
 

Slave address  Function code Function code + 80H 

Function code + 80H  01 81H 

Error code  02 82H 

CRC(L)  03 83H 

CRC(H)  04 84H 

  05 85H 

  06 86H 

  08 88H 

  15 8FH 

  16 90H 

Error codes are as follows. 

Error code Description 

01H Function code error 
When an unspecified function code is received 

02H Relative number (reference number) error 
When a received start number or setting value number is out of the specification 

03H Data count error 
 When the data count to be sent responding to the received message exceeds 

the specified number 
 When the requested number is "0" 
 When the specified data count received does not match the actual data count 

11H Out of setting value range 
When a value out of the setting range in the reference table is set 

12H Cannot be set 
 When a linear scale decimal point is written while the input type is other than DC 

voltage/current 
 When a linear scale is written while the input type is other than DC 

voltage/current 
 When AT is started during AT 
 When FB tuning is started during AT and FB tuning 
 When AT is started during program operation RESET 
 When FB tuning is started during program operation 
 When ADV and STOP are set during program operation RESET 
 When RUN, STOP, and ADV are set during program operation END 
 When [Operation screen] pattern No. is written during status other than program 

operation RESET 
 When time unit is set during status other than program operation RESET 
 When pattern clear is set during status other than program operation RESET 
 When pattern copy is set when source pattern is not set or destination pattern is 

not deleted 
 When program drive is set during constant value operation 
 When manual output is written during status other than manual output operation
 When remote SV is written in local status or when communication function is in 

status other than “digital remote input” 
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7-7 Reference table 
 

7-7-1 Analog setting value 
 

① Setup parameter 1 
FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40001 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Input type 

1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/1/
11/12/13/14/15/16/
17/18/19/20/21/22/

23/24/25/26/27 
 

(1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10
/11/12/13/14/15/16/
17/18/19/20/21/22/

23/24/25/26/27) 

5 
(K1) 

{Multi-range} 
 1 = B 
 2 = R 
 3 = S 
 4 = N 
 5 = K1 
 6 = K2 
 7 = E 
 8 = J 
 9 = T 
 10 = U 
 11 = L 
 12 = WRe5-WRe26 
 13 = W-WRe26 
 14 = PlatinelⅡ 
 15 = PtRh40-PtRh20 
 16 = Au-Pt 
 17 = ±20mV 
 18 = ±100mV 
 19 = ±5V 
 20 = ±10V 
 22 = Pt100_1 
 23 = Pt100_2 
 24 = JPt100_1 
 25 = JPt100_2 
 26 = Pt50 

40004 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Measuring 
range 

Lower 

limit  In measuring range 
of input type 

(-19999 to 30000)

Each 
measuring 

range 

･ WRITE in measuring range of input 
type. 
･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit

40005 
Higher 

limit 

40006 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Linear 
scale 

Zero 
-19999 to 30000 

(-19999 to 30000)

0000.0 ･ Decimal point position=Linear scale 
decimal point. 
･ WRITE disabled when input type is 

other than DC voltage/DC current. 40007 Span 2000.0 

40008 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

SV decimal 
point/ Linear 
scale decimal 
point 

0 to 4 
(0 to 4) 

1 
(The first 
decimal 
place) 

･ Fixed value of each input type is able 
to be READ when input type is 
thermocouple/RTD. 
･ READ/WRITE is enabled when input 

type is DC voltage/current.  

40009 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

SV limiter 

Lower 

limit -19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

Measuring 
range 

･ Decimal point position=Linear scale 
decimal point. 
･ WRITE when lower≤higher 

40010 
Higher 

limit 

40011 03 R 
PV decimal 

point 
0 to 3 

(0 to 3) 

1 
(The first 
decimal 
place) 

･ Fixed value of each input type is able 
to be READ. 
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40012 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Digital filter 
0.0 to 99.9 
(0 to 999) 

0.1 sec. 
0.0 = OFF 

40020 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Decimal point 
for display 

0 to 4 
(0 to 4) 

1 
(The first 
decimal 
place) 

･ PV/SV decimal point position at 
operation screen. 

40021 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Control action 
0/1 

(0 to 1) 
1 

(REVERSE)

0 = DIRECT (cooling control) 
1 = REVERSE (heating control) 

40022 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Pulse cycle 
1 to 180 

(1 to 180) 
30 sec. 

･ WRITE is enabled only when output 
1 is ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse 
type. 

40023 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Feedback 

Zero 
-5.0 to 104.9 
(-50 to 1049) 

000.0% ･ WRITE is enabled only when output 
1 is ON-OFF servo output type. 
･ WRITE when zero<span 

40024 Span 
-4.9 to 105.0 
(-49 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40025 
Dead 
band 

1.0 to 20.0 
（10～0200） 

004.0% 

40026 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
Control action 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(DIRECT)

0 = DIRECT (cooling control) 
1 = REVERSE (heating control) 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 

40027 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
Pulse cycle 

1 to 180 
(1 to 180) 

30 sec. 
･ WRITE is enabled when output 2 is 

ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse 
output type. 

40028 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
Control system 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(PID control)

0 = PID control 
1 = Split control 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 

40030 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Alarm event  
reset 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(NON) 

0 = NON (None alarm event setting ) 
1 = RESET (Alarm event reset) 
*After writing of alarm reset, it is 

switched to “NON” (without alarm 
reset) immediately. 
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40031 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event mode 
“EV1” 

{Event mode} 
00h/01h/02h/03h/
04h/05h/06h/07h/
08h/09h/0Ah/0Bh/
0Ch/0Dh/0Eh/0Fh/
10h/11h/12h/13h/
14h/15h/16h/17h/
18h/19h/1Ah/1Bh/
1Ch/1Dh/1Eh/1Fh/
20h/21h/22h/23h/
24h/25h/26h/27h 

 
(00h/01h/02h/03h/
04h/05h/06h/07h/
08h/09h/0Ah/0Bh/
0Ch/0Dh/0Eh/0Fh/
10h/11h/12h/13h/
14h/15h/16h/17h/
18h/19h/1Ah/1Bh/
1Ch/1Dh/1Eh/1Fh/
20h/21h/22h/23h/
24h/25h/26h/27h)

 
{Event extended 

function} 
00h/01h/02h/03h 

0003h 
(DV.H) 

{Event mode} 
00 = NON (without event) 
01 = PV.H (absolute value higher limit alarm)
02 = PV.L (absolute value lower limit alarm) 
03 = DV.H (deviation higher limit alar)
04 = DV.L (deviation lower limit alar) 
05 = ADV.H (absolute value higher limit alarm)
06 = ADV.L (absolute value lower limit alarm)
07 = SV.H (setting value higher limit alarm) 
08 = SV.L (setting value lower limit alarm) 
09 = MV.H (output value higher limit alarm) 
10 = MV.L (output value lower limit alarm) 
11 = CT.H (heater higher limit alarm) 
12 = CT.L (heater lower limit alarm) 
13 = TIME1 (timer 1 alarm) 
14 = TIME2 (timer 2 alarm) 
15 = FAIL (FAIL alarm) 
16 = C.RUN (constant value operation RUN status)
17 = PRST.O (Preset output status) 
18 = REM (remote input status) 
19 = SV.UP (SV rise status) 
20 = SV.DW(SV fall status) 
21 = STEP (program operation step switch) 
22 = STEP1 (program operation step1 status)
23 = STEP2 (program operation step2 status)
24 = STEP3 (program operation step3 status)
25 = STEP4 (program operation step4 status)
26 = STEP5 (program operation step5 status)
27 = STEP6 (program operation step6 status)
28 = STEP7 (program operation step7 status)
29 = STEP8 (program operation step8 status)
30 = STEP9 (program operation step9 status)
31 = STEP10 (program operation step10 status) 
32 = STEP11 (program operation step11 status) 
33 = STEP12 (program operation step12 status) 
34 = P.RUN (program operation RUN status)
35 = STOP (program operation STOP status)
36 = ADV (program operation ADVANCE status) 
37 = RESET (program operation RESET status) 
38 = END (program operation END status) 
39 = CONST (program operation SV constant 
value status) 
 

{Event extended function} 
00 = NON (without) 
01 = WAIT (with wait) 
02 = KEEP (with keep) 
03 = WAIT + KEEP (with wait and keep)
 
･ Low order 8 bits as {event mode}, 

high order 8 bits as {Event} and 
READ/WRITE/ 

 
High order 8 
bits 

Low order 8 
bits 

{Expand 
function} 

{Event mode} 

┗━Event mode “EV 1”━┛

* WRITE is enabled only if event mode 
11 and 12 are specification with CT, 
13 and 14 are specification with DI, 
and 21 to 39 are specification with 
program function. 
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40032 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event deadband 
“EV1” 

0.00 to 200.00 
(0～20000) 

2.00 

･ Decimal point position = Each alarm 
event status 

①When PV,DV,ADV and SV 
SV decimal point+1 decimal 
place. (Maximum 3 digits) 

②When MV and CT first decimal 
place. 

 
･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 

alarm event is TIME1, TIME2, FAIL or 
status event. 

40033 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event output 
phase 
“EV1” 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(NORMAL)

0 = NORMAL (output of normal phase)
1 = REVERSE (output of reverse 
phase) 

40036 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event mode 
“EV2” 

Same as  
Event mode 

“EV1” 

0004h 
(DV.L) 

Same as Event mode“EV1”. 

40037 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event deadband 
“EV2” 

Same as  
Event deadband 

“EV1” 
2.00 

Same as Event deadband “EV1”. 

40038 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event output 
phase 
“EV2” 

Same as 
Event output phase

“EV1” 

0 
(NORMAL)

Same as Event output phase “EV1”. 

40041 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event mode 
“EV3” 

Same as  
Event mode 

“EV1” 

0003h 
(DV.H) 

Same as Event mode“EV1”. 

40042 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event deadband 
“EV3” 

Same as  
Event deadband 

“EV1” 
2.00 

Same as Event deadband “EV1”. 

40043 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event output 
phase 
“EV3” 

Same as 
Event output phase

“EV1” 

0 
(NORMAL)

Same as Event output phase “EV1”. 

40046 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event mode 
“EV4” 

Same as  
Event mode 

“EV1” 

0004h 
(DV.L) 

Same as Event mode“EV1”. 

40047 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event deadband 
“EV4” 

Same as  
Event deadband 

“EV1” 
2.00 

Same as Event deadband “EV1”. 

40048 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event output 
phase 
“EV4” 

Same as 
Event output phase

“EV1” 

0 
(NORMAL)

Same as Event output phase “EV1”. 
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② Setup parameter 2 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40051 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Transmission 
type 

0/1/2/3/4 
(0/1/2/3/4) 

1 
(PV) 

0 = SV (Analog SV transmission) 
1 = PV (Analog PV transmission 
2 = MV(Analog output 1 value 
transmission) 
3 = MV2 (Analog output 2 
transmission)* 

*WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

4 = MFB 
･ WRITE is enabled only with 

transmission signal specifications. 

40052 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Transmissi
on scale 

Zero 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

Measuring 
range 

･ WRITE is enabled only with 
transmission signal specifications. 
･ Decimal point position=each 

transmission type 
①When PV and SV, SV decimal 

point. 
②When MV, MV2, and MFB the 

first decimal place. 

40053 Span 

40079 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Digital 
transmission 

type 

0/1/2/3 
(0/1/2/3) 

1 
“PV” 

0 = SV (digital SV transmission) 
1 = PV (digital PV transmission) 
2 = MV (digital output 1 value 
transmission) 

3 = MV2(digital output 1 value 
transmission)* 

*WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

4 = MFB 
･ WRITE is enabled only with 

communications interfaces 
specifications. 

40085 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event mode 
“EV5” 

{Event mode} 
00h/10h/11h/12h/13h/
14h/15h/16h/17h/18h/

19h/1Ah/1Bh/1Ch/ 
1Dh/1Eh/1Fh/20h/ 

21h/22h/23h/24h/25h/
26h/27h 

 
(00h/10h/11h/12h/13h
/14h/15h/16h/17h/18h/

19h/1Ah/1Bh/1Ch/ 
1Dh/1Eh/1Fh/20h/ 

21h/22h/23h/24h/25h/
26h/27h) 

 
{Event extended 

function} 
00h 

0000h 
(NON) 

Same as event mode “EV1”. 

40086 “EV6” 

40087 “EV7” 

40088 “EV8” 

40089 “EV9” 

40092 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Action on power 
ON 

0/1 
“0/1” 

0 
“CONTINUE”

0 = CONTINUE (Action on right before 
power OFF previously) 
1 = READY(constant value operation 

READY/ program operation 
RESET status) 
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40093 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For constant 
value operation] 
Alarm operation 

on READY 

0/1 
“0/1” 

0 
“OFF” 

0 = OFF (without alarm event 
calculation) 
1 = ON (with alarm event calculation)

 
40095 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Event output 
phase 
“EV5” 

0/1 
“0/1” 

0 
“NORMAL”

Same as event output phase “EV1”. 

40096 “EV6” 

40097 “EV7” 

40098 “EV8” 

40099 “EV9” 
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③ 1 type parameter 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40101 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
output gap 

-100.0 to 100.0 
(-1000 to 1000) 

0.0% 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 
 

40102 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
PID “P” 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two position control 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 
 

40103 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
PID “I” 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 
0 = ∞ 
WRITE is enabled only with two output 
specification. 

40104 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
PID “D” 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 
 

40105 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
output 
limiter 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% ･ WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

 
・WRITE when lower limit<higher limit40106 

Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40113 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Output on PV 
abnormal 

-5.0 to 105.0 
(-50 to 1050) 

0.0% 
 

40116 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

［For 
constant 

value 
operation］ 
SV rate-of- 

change

Fall 
-1999.9 to 0.0 
(-19999 to 0) 0.0 

(Function 
OFF) 

0.0 = SV rate-of-change function OFF
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 

40117 Rise 
0.0 to 2000.0 
(0 to 20000) 

40118 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

［For constant 
value operation］ 

SV rate-of- 
change “time 

unit” 

0/1/2 
(0/1/2) 

1 
(Min) 

0 = Sec (second) 
1 = Min (minute) 
2 = Hour (hour) 

40119 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

［For constant 
value operation］ 

PV start 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(SV start) 

0 = SV start 
1 = PV start 

40121 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
Split 

Direct 
0.0 to 60.0 
(0 to 600) 

  0.0% ･ WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

 
40122 Reverse 

40.0 to 100.0 
(400 to 1000) 

100.0% 

40123 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
PID deadband/ 

output 
deadband 

0.0 to 9.9 
(0 to 99) 

0.0% 

･ WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

 

40124 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

PID deadband/ 
output 

deadband 

0.0 to 9.9 
(0 to 99) 

0.0% 
 

40131 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Remote filter 
0.0 to 99.9 
(0 to 999) 

0.0 sec. 

･ WRITE is enabled with remote signal 
input specifications or communication 
interfaces specifications. 
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40133 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Cascade 
input 

γ 
0.00 to 1.00 
(0 to 100) 

1.00 ･ WRITE is enabled only with remote 
signal input specifications. 

40134 β 
-99.9 to 100.0 
(-999 to 1000) 

0.0 

40141 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Operation initial 
screen 

0/1/2/3 
(0/1/2/3) 

0 
(PV/SV) 

0 = PV/SV display 
1 = PV/step time display* 

*Only with program function 
specifications. 

2 = PV/output 1 display 
3 = PV/output 2 display* 

*Only with two output specification.

40142 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Operation 
screen 

SV display 

0/1/2 
(0/1/2) 

2 
(multi 

display) 

0 = SV display 
1 = blank display 
2 = multi display 

40143 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Remote/ local 
switch 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(LOCAL) 

0 = LOCAL (local SV operation) 
1 = REMOTE (remote SV operation) 
･ WRITE is enabled with remote signal 

input specifications or communication 
interfaces specifications. 

40144 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Remote 
scale 

Zero 
-19999 to 30000 

(-19999 to 30000)

0000.0 ･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point. 
･ WRITE is enabled only with remote 

signal input specifications. 40145 Span 2000.0 

40148 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Control 
algorithm 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(POSITION)

0 = POSITION (position control of PID 
method) 
1 = VELOCITY (velocity control of PID 
method) 
･ WRITE is enabled only with PID 

control specifications. 

40149 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

FF control 
switch 

0/2 
(0/2) 

0 
(OFF) 

<< READ >> 
0 = OFF 
2 = ON 
 
<< WRITE >> 
0 or 1 = OFF 
2 or 3 = ON 
 
･ WRITE is enabled only with Z control 

specifications. 
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④ Execution parameter & Specific parameter 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40151 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
SV 

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

WRITE running SV (MODE0) 
READ SV of operation screen 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 
･ Refer to reference number 49056 for 
MODE0 [running] SV READ. 

40152 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Step time 

“hour” or “minute” 

0 to 999 
(0 to 999) 

0 
(hour or 
minute) 

READ/WRITE of running step time 
(MODE0). 
･ Set HHH of HHH:LL. 
･ Unit = every time unit 
･ WRITE is disabled when 
program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

40153 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Step time 

“hour” or “minute” 

0 to 59 
(0 to 59) 

0 
(hour or 
minute) 

READ/WRITE of running step time 
(MODE0). 
･ Set LL of HHH:LL. 
･ Unit = every time unit 
･ WRITE is disabled when 
program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

40156 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
PID “P” 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 
0.0 = two-position control 

40157 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
PID “I” 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 
0 = ∞ 

40158 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
PID “D” 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 
0 = calculation OFF 

40159 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Output 
limiter 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% ･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit

40160 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40168 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Temperature 

compensation 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 
program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

 ･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is FAＩL or status event. 

40181 Event value 1 3000.0 

40183 Event value 2 -1999.9 

40185 Event value 3 3000.0 

40187 Event value 4 -1999.9 
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⑤ Group parameter 8 types No.1 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40201 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.1 

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40206 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.1 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-position control 
 

40207 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameters, 8 

types] 
PID “I” 
No.1 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40208 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.1 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 esc. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40209 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
Output 
limiter 
No.1 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit

40210 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40211 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Output 
rate-of-cha
nge limiter 

Fall 
-100.0 to  -0.1 
(-1000 to  -1) 

-100.0% 
 

40212 Rise 
0.1 to 100.0 
(1 to 1000) 

+100.0% 

40213 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Sensor 
correction 

-19999 to 20000 
(-19999 to 20000)

0.00 

･ Decimal point position = PV decimal 
point +1 decimal place (Maximum 3 
digits) 
e.g.) If PV decimal point is one digit, 

decimal point place is at the 
second. 

40216 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Output preset 
-100.0 to 100.0 
(-1000 to 1000) 

50.0% 
 

40218 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.1 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 
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40231 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.1 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when alarm 
event is FAIL or status event. 

40233 
Event value 2 

No.1 
-1999.9 

40235 
Event value 3 

No.1 
+3000.0 

40237 
Event value 4 

No.1 
-1999.9 

40246 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Remote shift 
-19999 to 20000 

(-19999 to 20000)
0.00 

･ WRITE is enabled with remote signal 
input specifications or communication 
interfaces specifications. 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point +1 decimal place (Maximum 3 
digits) 
e.g.) If SV decimal point is one digit, 

decimal point place is at the 
second. 
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⑥ Group parameter 8 types No.2 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40251 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

 
SV for constant 
value operation 

No.2 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40256 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.2 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-position control 
 

40257 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.2 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40258 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.2 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40259 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
Output 
limiter 
No.2 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit

40260 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40268 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.2 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

 
40281 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.2 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40283 
Event value 2 

No.2 
-1999.9 

40285 
Event value 3 

No.2 
+3000.0 

40287 
Event value 4 

No.2 
-1999.9 
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⑦ Group parameter 8 types No.3 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40301 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.3 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40306 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.3 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-position control 
 

40307 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.3 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40308 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.3 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40309 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 

 
Output 
limiter 
No.3 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE lower limit<higher limit 

40310 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40318 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.3 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

 
40331 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.3 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40333 
Event value 2 

No.3 
-1999.9 

40335 
Event value 3 

No.3 
+3000.0 

40337 
Event value4 

No.3 
-1999.9 
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⑧ Group parameter 8 types No.4 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40351 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.4 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40356 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.4 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-position control 
 

40357 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.4 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40358 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.4 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40359 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
Output 
limiter 
No.4 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE lower limit<higher limit 

40360 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40368 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.4 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

 
40381 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.4 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status. 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40383 
Event value 2 

No.4 
-1999.9 

40385 
Event value 3 

No.4 
+3000.0 

40387 
Event value 4 

No.4 
-1999.9 
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⑨ Group parameter 8 types No.5 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40401 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.5 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40406 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.5 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-position control 
 

40407 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.5 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40408 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.5 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40409 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
Output 
limiter 
No.5 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit.

40410 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40418 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.5 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when program 

/constant value operation switch 
(reference number 49521) is constant 
value operation. 

 
40431 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.5 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
status. 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2 no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40433 
Event value 2 

No.5 
-1999.9 

40435 
Event value 3 

No.5 
+3000.0 

40437 
Event value4 

No.5 
-1999.9 
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⑩ Group parameter 8 types No.6 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40451 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.6 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40456 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.6 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-point control 
 

40457 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.6 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40458 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.6 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40459 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
output 
limiter 
No.6 

Lower 

limit  
-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE when lower limit<higher limit.

40460 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40468 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.6 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = Function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when program 

operation/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation 

 
40481 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.6 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV 
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
even. 

40483 
Event value 2 

No.6 
-1999.9 

40485 
Event value 3 

No.6 
+3000.0 

40487 
Event value 4 

No.6 
-1999.9 
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⑪ Group parameter 8 types No.7 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40501 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV for constant 
value operation 

No.7 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

40506 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.7 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-point control 
 

40507 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.7 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40508 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.7 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40509 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
output 
limiter 
No.7 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE lower limit<higher limit 

40510 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40518 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.7 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when program 

function/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 

 
40531 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.7 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40533 
Event value 2 

No.7 
-1999.9 

40535 
Event value 3 

No.7 
+3000.0 

40537 
Event value4 

No.7 
-1999.9 
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⑫ Group parameter 8 types No.8 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40551 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

SV constant 
value operation 

No.8 

Range of SV limiter
(Range of SV 

limiter) 
0.0 

･ Decimal point position= SV decimal 
point 

40556 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “P” 

No.8 

0.0 to 999.9 
(0 to 9999) 

5.0% 

0.0 = two-point control 
 

40557 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “I” 
No.8 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

60 sec. 

0 = ∞ 
 

40558 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 
PID “D” 

No.8 

0 to 9999 
(0 to 9999) 

30 sec. 

0 = calculation OFF 
 

40559 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group 
parameter 
8 types] 
output 
limiter 
No.8 

Lower 

limit 

-5.0 to 100.0 
(-50 to 1000) 

  0.0% 
･ WRITE lower limit<higher limit 

40560 
Higher 

limit 

0.0 to 105.0 
(0 to 1050) 

100.0% 

40568 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Guaranty soak 
No.8 

0 to 30000 
(0 to 30000) 

0.0 

･ 0 = function OFF 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
(reference number 49521) is constant
value operation. 

 
40581 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Group parameter 
8 types] 

Event value 1 
No.8 

-19999 to 30000 
(-19999 to 30000)

+ 
3000.0 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm 
event status 

①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV
decimal point. 

②When MV and CT, the first 
decimal place. 

③When TIME1 and TIME2, no 
decimal point. 

･ READ/WRITE is disabled when 
alarm event is NON/FAIL or status 
event. 

40583 
Event value 2 

No.8 
-1999.9 

40585 
Event value 3 

No.8 
+3000.0 

40587 
Event value 4 

No.8 
-1999.9 
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⑬ Function 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE 

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40681 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Multi-output 
switch 

0 to 3 
(0 to 3) 

0 
(Normal 
output) 

Output from following terminals by 
using output 1 parameter 
0 = Normal output 
1 = ON-OFF pulse output 
2 = Analog output 
3 = SSR drive pulse output 
 
･ WRITE is enabled when multi-output 

switch is displayed on MODEt 

40691 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Calculation 
RESET at 
READY 

0 to 1 
(0 to 1) 

0 

0 = continue PID calculation while 
READY 
1 = RESET PID calculation while 
READY 
 

40692 
 

40693 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

A. R. W. 
"Lower limit" 

 
"Higher limit" 

-100.0 to 0.0 
(-1000 to 0) 
0.0 to 100.0 
(0 to 1000) 

-100.0% 
 

100.0% 

 

 
 

⑭ Setting parameter 
FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

40701 03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
output 

rate-of-cha
nge limiter 

Fall 
-100.0 to  -0.1 
（-1000 to  -1） 

-100.0% 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 

40702 Rise 
0.1 to 100.0 
（1 to 1000） 

+100.0% 

40705 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
output preset 

-100.0 to 100.0 
（-1000 to 1000） 

0.0% 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 

40707 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Preset manual 
-5.0 to 105.0 
（-50 to 1050） 

0.0% 
 

40708 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
Preset manual  

-5.0 to 105.0 
（-50 to 1050） 

0.0% 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 
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⑮ DI function assignment 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

 
48001 

03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

External signal 
input 

DI No.1 

0 to 17 
(0 to 17) 

0 
(Not assigned)

{DI} (Eternal signal input) 
0 = NON (Not assigned) 
1 = READY(constant value operation 

RUN/READY switch) 
2 = MANUA(AUTO/manual output 

switch) 
3 = PRST.M (preset output) 
4 = TIME1 (timer 1) 
5 = TIME2 (timer 2) 
6 = AL.RST (reset alarm event) 
7 = SEL1 (execution No. select 

1_bit0) 
8 = SEL2 (execution No. select 

2_bit1) 
9 = SEL4 (execution No. select 

3_bit2) 
10 = SEL8 (execution No. select 

8_bit3) 
11 = PROGR (program/constant value 

operation switch) 
12 = P.RUN (program operation 

RUN/STOP) 
13 = P.ADV (program operation 

ADVANCE) 
14 = P.REST (program operation 

RESET) 
15 = PTRN1 (program pattern 1_bit0) 
16 = PTRN2 (program pattern 2_bit1) 
17 = PTRN4 (program pattern 4_bit2) 
 
･ WRITE is enabled only with external 

signal input specifications. 
･ WRITE 11 to 17 is enabled only with 

program function specifications. 

48002 DI No.2 

48003 DI No.3 

48004 DI No.4 

48005 DI No.5 

48006 DI No.6 

48007 DI No.7 
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⑯ Pattern information [Only with program function specification, READ/WRITE possible] 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name 
Setting range 

(Communication 
higher range) 

Initial value Remarks 

49003 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For program 
pattern R/W] 
pattern No. 

1 to 4 
(1 to 4) 

1 
(Pattern 1)

Setting to perform READ/WRITE of 
program pattern (reference number 
49005 to 49045). 
 
1 = PTN_01 (pattern 1) 

to 
4 = PTN_04 (pattern 4) 
 
･ Set before READ/WRITE of pattern 

information. 
･ Written pattern No. is kept until power 

OFF of the instrument. 
･ READ/WRITE of pattern No. of this 

reference number is exclusive data to 
READ/WRITE program pattern 
information by communication. Use 
reference number 49066/30126 to 
perform READ/WRITE of pattern No. 
during program operation. 

49004 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For program 
pattern R/W] 

step No. 

0 to 12 
(0 to 12) 

0 
(step 0) 

Setting to perform READ/WRITE of 
program pattern (reference number 
49005 to 49045). 
 
00 = STEP_00 (step 00) 

| 
12 = STEP_12 (step 12) 
 
･ Set before READ/WRITE of pattern 

information. 
･ Written pattern No. is kept until power 

OFF of the instrument. 
･ READ/WRITE of step No. of this 

reference number is exclusive data to 
READ/WRITE program pattern 
information by communication. Use 
reference number 30127 to perform 
READ of step No. during program 
operation. 

49006 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

SV for program 
operation  

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 
･ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003 and 49004.
･ WRITE is disabled when reference 

number 49004 is subsequent to final 
step. 
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49007 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

step time 
“hour” or 
“minute” 

0 to 999 
(0 to 999) 

0 
(hour or 
minute) 

･ Set HHH of HHH:LL. 
･ Unit = Time unit for program 

operation 
･ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003 and 49004.
･ WRITE is disabled when reference 

number 49004 is step 0 or 
subsequent to next step of final step 
(=final step+1). 
･ Step is added to the end of the 

pattern if WRITE to the next step of 
the final step. 

49008 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

step time 
“hour” or 
“minute” 

0 to 59 
(0 to 59) 

0 
(minute or 
second) 

・ Set LL of HHH:LL. 
・ Unit = Time unit for program 

operation 
・ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003 and 49004.
・ WRITE is disabled when reference 

number 49004 is step 0 or 
subsequent to next step of final step 
(=final step+1). 

・ Step is added to the end of the 
pattern if WRITE to the next step of 
the final step. 

49010 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

execution No. 
select for 
program 
operation 

0 to 8 
(0 to 8) 

[Step 1] 
1 (No.1) 

[other that 
step 1] 

0 (No.0) 

0 = No.0 (previous step No. continues)
1 to 8 = No.1 to 8 
･ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003 and 49004.
･ WRITE is disabled when reference 

number 49004 is step 0 or 
subsequent to final step. 

49040 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

step number 

0 to 12 
(0 to 12) 

0 
(No step) 

0 = NO step 
to 

12 = Total step number 12 
・ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003. 
・ Setting of step No. of reference 

number 49004 is unnecessary. 

49041 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 
start SV 

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

Decimal point position = SV decimal 
point 

・ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 
reference number 49003. 

・ Setting of step No. of reference 
number 49004 is unnecessary. 

49042 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

PV start for 
program 

operation. 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(SV start) 

0 = SV start 
1 = PV start 
・ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003. 
・ Setting of step No. of reference 

number 49004 is unnecessary. 

49043 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

Pattern No. of 
linked 

0/1/2/3/4 
(0/1/2/3/4) 

0 
(No link) 

0 = No pattern link 
1 = Link to pattern 1 
2 = Link to pattern 2 
3 = Link to pattern 3 
4 = Link to pattern 4 
・ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003. 
・ Setting of step No. of reference 

number 49004 is unnecessary. 
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49044 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Program 
pattern] 

Output 1 at the 
END 

-5.0 to 105.0 
7FFFh 

(-50 to 1050/7FFFh)

7FFFh 
(CONTROL)

-5.0 = -5.0 to 105.0% 
7FFFh = CONTROL 
･ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003. 
･ Setting of step No. of reference 

number 49004 in unnecessary. 

49045 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
[Program 
pattern] 

Output 2 at the 
END 

-5.0 to 105.0 
7FFFh 

(-50 to 1050/7FFFh)

7FFFh 
(CONTROL)

-5.0 = -5.0 to 105.0% 
7FFFh = CONTROL 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two 

output specification. 
･ READ/WRITE after the WRITE of 

reference number 49003. 
･ Setting of step No.of reference 

number 49004 is unnecessary. 

49048 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Time unit for 
program 
operation 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(H:M) 

0 = H:M (hour:minute) 
1 = M:S (minute:second) 
･ WRITE is disabled except for 

program operation RESET. 

49049 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

SV at the 
RESET 

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

･ WRITE is disabled when 
communication function is other than 
“Digital transmission”. 

49055 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Pattern repeat 
0 to 9999 

(0 to 9999) 
0 times 

 

49056 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
SV 

In the range of SV 
limiter 

(In the range of SV 
limiter) 

0.0 

READ/WRITE of running SV (MODE0) 
･ Decimal point position = SV decimal 

point 

49057 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Step time 

“hour” or “minute” 

0 to 999 
(0 to 999) 

0 
(hour or 
minute) 

･ Refer to the reference number 40152. 

49058 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Running] 
Step time 
“minute” or 
“second” 

0 to 59 
(0 to 59) 

0 
(minute or 
second) 

･ Refer to the reference number 40153. 

49066 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Operation 
screen] 

Pattern No. 

1/2/3/4 
(1/2/3/4) 

1 
(pattern 1)

READ/WRITE of pattern No. to perform 
program operation. 
1 = PTN (pattern 1) 

to 
4 = PTN4 (pattern 4) 
･ WRITE is disabled when program drive 

(reference number 49067) is other than 
RESET. 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation. 
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49067 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Operation 
screen] 

Program drive 

<< READ >> 
1/2/4/5 

(1/2/4/5) 
 

<< WRITE >> 
1/2/4/6 

(1/2/4/6) 

1 
(RESET) 

<< READ (FUNC_03) >> 
1 = RESET(program operation RESET)
2 = RUN(program operation RUN) 
4 = STOP(program operation STOP) 
5 = END(program operation END) 
 
<< WRITE (FUNC_06,16) >> 
1 = RESET(program operation RESET)
2 = RUN(program operation RUN) 
4 = STOP(program operation STOP) 
6 = ADV(program operation ADVANCE 
 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
constant value operation.  
･ WRITE of ADV/STOP is disabled 

while program operation RESET. 
･ WRITE of RUN/STOP/ADV is 

disabled while program operation 
END. 

49093 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Pattern/step 
editing] 

Pattern copy 

<< READ >> 
0 

(0) 
 

<< WRITE >> 
0102h/0103h/ 
0104h/0201h/ 
0203h/0204h/ 
0301h/0302h/ 
0304h/0401h/ 
0402h/0403h 

, 
(0102h/0103h/ 
0104h/,0201h/ 
0203h/0204h/ 
,0301h/0302h/ 
0304h/,0401h/ 
0402h/0403h) 

_ 

<< READ (FUNC_03) >> 
0 = Fixed value is READ. 
 
<< WRITE (FUNC_06,16) >> 
1 = PTN1 (pattern 1) 

to 
4 = PTN4 (pattern 4) 
 
･ High-order 8 bits = Copy source 

pattern No. 
･ Low-order 8 bits = Copy destination 

pattern No. 
High-order 8 bits Low-order 8 bits
Copy source 
pattern No. 

Copy destination 
pattern No. 

15 8 7 0
 
･ WRITE is disabled when copy source 

pattern is not set (reference number 
49040 is 0 step). 
･ WRITE is disabled when copy 

destination pattern is not cleared 
(reference number 49040 is other than 
step 0). 

→Perform pattern copy after the 
clearing of copy destination 
pattern (reference number 
49094). 

･ WRITE is disabled when copy 
destination pattern No. and copy source 
pattern No. is equal. 
･ Do not perform continuous WRITE 

between reference number 49093 to 
49096 on FNC-16. 
･ WRITE is disabled when program drive 

(reference number 49067) is other than 
RESET. 
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49094 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Pattern/step 
editing] 

Pattern clear 

<< READ >> 
0 

(0) 
 

<< WRITE >> 
0/1/2/3/4 

(0/1/2/3/4) 

_ 

<< READ (FUNC_03) >> 
0 = Fixe value is READ 
 
<< WRITE (FUNC_06、16) >> 
0 = All pattern clear (Initialize all 

pattern information) 
1 = PTN1 (Initialize pattern 1) 

to 
4 = PTN4 (Initialize pattern 4) 
 
*Note: All pattern information is 

initialized if WRITE “0”. 
 
･ WRITE is disabled when program drive 

(reference number 49067) is other than 
RESET. 

49501 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Key lock 
0/1/2 

(0/1/2) 
0 

(No key lock)

0 = No key lock 
1 = Key lock operation parameter. 
2 = Key lock all parameters 

49502 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Auto tuning 
0/1/2 

(0/1/2) 
0 

(END) 

0 = END(AT finish/AT force-quit)* 
*For WRITE 

1 = AT1(AT of running SV) 
2 = AT2(AT of running SV)* 

*WRITE is enabled only with two 
output specification. 

 
･ WRITE auto tuning is disabled when 

auto tuning status is other than END.
･ WRITE 0 (END) when force-quitting 

auto tuning. 
･ WRITE is disabled (except for during 

constant value operation) when 
program drive (reference number 
49067) is RESET. 

49503 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Operation 
screen] 

AUTO/manual 
switch 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(AUTO) 

0 = AUTO (auto output operation) 
1 = Manual (manual output operation) 
･ First output, output 2 simultaneously 

switch. 

49504 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Operation 
screen] 

Manual output 
value for output 

1 

-5.0 to 105.0% 
(-50 to 1050) 

_ 

･ WRITE is enabled when AUTO/manual 
switch (reference number 49503) is 
manual. 
･ WRITE is enabled within running output 

limiter (reference number 40159, 
40160). 

49506 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[Output 2] 
[Operation 

screen] 
Manual output 
value for output 

2 

-5.0 to 105.0% 
(-50 to 1050) 

_ 

･ WRITE is enabled when AUTO/manual 
switch (reference number 49503） is 
manual. 
･ WRITE is enabled only with two output 

specification. 
･ WRITE is enabled within output 2 limiter 

(reference number 40105, 40106). 

49510 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For constant 
value operation] 

RUN/READY 
switch 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(RUN) 

0 = RUN (RUN status) 
1 = READY (READY status) 
･ DO not perform WRITE when using 

RUN/READY of external signal input. 
･ Perform reset of event wait and event 

keep by alarm event reset (reference 
number 40030). 
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49511 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For constant 
value operation] 
Execution No. 

select 

1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 
(1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8) 

1 
(Execution 

No.1) 

1 = Execution No.1 
to 

8 = Execution No.8 
･ Do not perform WRITE when using 

execution No. select of external signal 
input. 
･ Perform reset of event wait and event 

keep by alarm event reset (reference 
number 40030). 

49512 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For constant 
value operation] 

Remote SV 
-30000 to 30000 _ 

Decimal point position = SV decimal point 
(READ) 
Decimal point for 
display (WRITE)

･ WRITE is disabled when Remote/local 
switch (MODEc) is local SV operation. 
･ WRITE is disabled when R/L (digital) DI 

terminal is closed (OFF) 

49521 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Program/ 
constant value 

switch  

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(Program 
operation)

0 = Program operation 
1 = Constant value operation 
･ READ/WRITE is enabled only with 

program function specifications. 

49531 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Tracking at local 
switch 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(OFF) 

0 = OFF (tracking function OFF) 
1 = ON (tracking function ON) 
･ WRITE is enabled with remote signal 

input and/or communications 
interfaces specifications. 

49534 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

[For program 
operation] 

Time display of 
operation 

screen 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(PASS) 

0 = PASS STEP (step elapsed time) 
1 = REMAIN STEP (step remaining time)
･ READ/WRITE is enabled only with 

program function specifications. 

49589 
03 
06 
16 

R 
W 
W 

Parameter 
storage 

0/1 
(0/1) 

0 
(ON) 

0 = ON (setting parameter stored) 
1 = OFF (setting parameter not stored) 
･ WRITE is disabled when 

program/constant value operation 
switch (reference number 49521) is 
program operation and program drive 
(reference number 49067) is RESET. 
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7-7-2 Analog input data (READ exclusive) 
 

① Real data & parameter information 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name Remarks 

30101 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

PV (measured value) 

7FFFh = +OVR (over range or higher limit burn out) 
8000h = -OVR (under range or lower limit burn out) 

･ Decimal point position = PV decimal point 

30102 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

PV status 

0 = Normal 
1 = +OVR (over range or higher limit burn out 

『』 display)
2 = -OVR (under range or lower limit burn out 

『』 display)

30103 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

SV (setting value) 

SV at program operation 
SV at constant value operation 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal point 

30104 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

SV status 

0 = SV (local SV at constant value operation) 
1 = REM (remote SV at constant value operation) 
2 = SLOPE (Slope action of constant value operation···while 

status LED ”∧” “∨” is lit. 

･ Indefinite value is READ when program/constant value switch 
(reference number 49521) is program operation.  

30105 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

MV1 (output 1 value) 
-50 to 1050 = -5.0 to 105.0% 

30106 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

MV1 status 

0 = AUTO (auto output operation) 
1 = MAN (manual output operation) 
2 = AT (during auto tuning) 
3 = END (output at the program finish) 
4 = Output at PV abnormal 
6 = RESET (program operation RESET = 0.0% output) 

30107 04 R 
[Output 2] 
[Operation screen] 

MV2 (output 2 value) 

-50 to 1050 = -5.0 to 105.0% 

･ Indefinite value is READ when specifications other than 2 
output. 

30108 04 R 
[Output 2] 
[Operation screen] 

MV2 status 

0 = AUTO (auto output operation) 
1 = MAN (manual output operation) 
2 = ＡＴ (during auto tuning) 
3 = END (output at the program finish) 
4 = Output at PV abnormal 
6 = RESET (program operation RESET = 0.0% output) 

･ Indefinite value is READ when specifications other than 2 
output. 

30109 04 R 
[Running] 

SV 
Running SV (MODE0) 

･ Decimal point position = SV decimal point 

 
30110 

04 R 

[Running] 
Event value 1 

Event value at running (MODE0) 

･ Decimal point position = each alarm event status 
①When PV, DV, ADV and SV, SV decimal point + 1 

decimal place (maximum 3 digit). 
②When MV and CT, the first decimal place. 
③When TIME1 and TIME2, no decimal point. 

･ READ is disabled when alarm event is FAIL or status event. 

30111 Event value 2 

30112 Event value 3 

30113 Event value 4 
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30114 04 R 
[Running] 

PID “P” 
Running PID P value (MODE0) 
0 to 9999 = 0.0 to 999.9% 

30115 04 R 
[Running] 

PID “I” 
Running PID I  value (MODE0) 
0 to 9999 = 0 to 9999 sec. 

30116 04 R 
[Running] 

PID “D” 
Running PID D value (MODE0) 
0 to 9999 = 0 to 9999 sec. 

30117 
04 R 

[Running] 
Output limiter 

Lower limit Running output limiter (MODE0) 
-50 to 1050 = -5.0 to 105.0% 30118 Higher limit

30124 04 R 

[Operation screen] 
Execution No. select for 
constant value operation/ 
Execution No. select for 
program operation 

Selecting execution No. (1 to 8 = Running No.1 to No.8) 

30126 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

PTN 
(Running pattern No.) 

Selecting pattern No.(1 to 4 = Pattern 1 to 4) 

･ Indefinite value is READ when program/constant value 
operation switch (reference number 49521) is constant value 
operation. 

30127 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

STP 
(Running step No.) 

Running step No. (0 to 12 = step 0 to 12) 

･ Indefinite value is READ when program/constant value 
operation switch (reference number 49521) is constant value 
operation. 

30128 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Step time 
“hour” or “minute” 

”Hour” or “minute” of step elapsed/remaining time 
0 to 999 = 0 to 999 “hour” or “minute” 

･ Unit = Each time unit (reference number 30131) of time 
display screen 

･ Indefinite value is READ when program/constant value switch 
(reference number 49521) is constant value. 

30129 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Step time 
“minute” or “second” 

”Minute” or “second” of step elapsed/remaining time 
0 to 59 = 0 to 59 ”minute” or “second” 

･ Unit = Each time unit (reference number 30131) of time 
display screen 

･ Indefinite value is READ when program/constant value 
operation switch (reference number 49521) is constant value 
operation. 

30130 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Time display 

Time display of operation screen (MODE2) 
0 = PASS STEP (step elapsed time) 
1 = REMAIN STEP (step remaining time) 

30131 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Time unit of time display 
screen 

0 = H:M (hour:minute) 
1 = M:S (minute:second) 

30133 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

CT measured value 

CT measured value (50 to 500 = 5.0 to 50.0A) 
FFFFh = No CT value (CT value not obtained) 
FFFEh = CT value obtained (To operation screen, CT value waiting 
to be displayed) 

･ Indefinite value is READ when specification other than heater 
disconnection detection. 

30134 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

FB measured value 
(feedback) 

Feedback measured value (0 to 1000 = 0.0 to 100.0%) 

･ Indefinite value is READ when other than ON-OFF servo 
output type. 

30141 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Lock status 

0 = No lock 
1 = Lock (operation parameter) 
2 = Lock (All parameters) 
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30142 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Event status 

Event 1 to event 9 status 
 
00 = Event OFF (“EV1”  to  “EV9”) 
01 = Event ON (“EV1”  to  “EV9”) 
10 = During alarm unit reset or alarm event waiting 

(“EV1”  to  “EV4”)
 
*16 bits data’s 

bit 0 to 1 = Event 1 
bits 2 to 3 = Event 2 
bits 4 to 5 = Event 3 
bits 6 to 7 = Event 4 
bits 8 = Event 5 
bits 9 = Event 6 
bits 10 = Event 7 
bits 11 = Event 8 
bits12 = Event 9 

READ correspond to the above.

 

- EV9EV8EV7EV6EV5 EV4 EV3 EV2 EV1

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

                

Event OFF (0h)…  0 0

Event ON (1h)…  0 1

Alarm event reset or alarm event wait (2h)…  1 0

30143 04 R 
[Operation screen] 

Abnormal status 
0 = Not abnormal 
1 = Abnormal found (A/D error, calibration value error) 
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7-7-3 Digital setting value 
 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name Setting range Initial value Remarks 

101 
01 
05 
15 

R 
W 
W 

AT1 

0/1 
(0000h/FF00h) 
[END/START] 

 
Inside the ( ) is when 
FNC code is 05. 

0 
(END) 

0 = END (AT finished or not executed)
1 = START (AT start or running） 

･ WRITE of START is disabled when 
AT1 is running. 

･ Use auto tuning (reference number 
49502) for READ/WRITE of AT2. 

111 
01 
05 
15 

R 
W 
W 

FB tuning 

0/1 
(0000h/FF00h) 
[END/START] 

 
Inside the ( ) is when
FNC code is 05. 

0 
(END) 

0 = END (FB tuning finished or not 
executed) 
1 = START (FB tuning start or running) 

･ WRITE of START is disabled (except 
for during constant value operation) 
when other than program operation 
RESET. 

･ WRITE of START is disabled when 
AT and/or FB tuning is running. 

･ WRITE is enabled when only with 
ON-OFF servo output type. 
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7-7-4 Digital input data (READ exclusive) 
 

FNC code…Application function code, R/W…R: READ, W: WRITE

Reference 
number 

FNC 
code 

R/W Data name Setting range 

10002 02 R System abnormality 

0 = Normal 
1 = Abnormal status 

①Input update abnormality (A/D error occurred) 
②Calibration data abnormality etc. 

10117 02 R Event 1 status 
“EV1” of event 1 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV1” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV1” lit) 

10118 02 R 
Alarm event 1 

Output reset status 

”WAIT” lights on/off by alarm event 1 
0 = No alarm event 1 waiting or at status event 
1 = During alarm output reset of alarm event 1 

10119 02 R Event 2 status 
“EV2” of event 2 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV2” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV2” lit) 

10120 02 R 
Alarm event 2 

Output reset status 

”WAIT” lights on/off by alarm event 2 
0 = No alarm event 2 waiting or at status event 
1 = During alarm output reset of alarm event 2 

10121 02 R Event 3 status 
“EV3” of event 3 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV3” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV3” lit) 

10122 02 R 
Alarm event 3 

Output reset status 

”WAIT” lights on/off by alarm event 3 
0 = No alarm event 3 waiting or at status event 
1 = During alarm output reset of alarm event 3 

10123 02 R Event 4 status 
“EV4” of event 4 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV4” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV4” lit) 

10124 02 R 
Alarm event 4 

Output reset status 

”WAIT” lights on/off by alarm event 4 
0 = No alarm event 4 waiting or at status event 
1 = During alarm output reset of alarm event 4 

10125 02 R Event 5 status 
“EV5” of event 5 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV5” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV5” lit) 

10127 02 R Event 6 status 
“EV6” of event 6 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV6” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV6” lit) 

10129 02 R Event 7 status 
“EV7” of event 7 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV7” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV7” lit) 

10131 02 R Event 8 status 
“EV8” of event 8 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV8” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV8” lit) 

10133 02 R Event 9 status 
“EV9” of event 9 lights on/off 
0 = Event OFF (“EV9” not lit) 
1 = Event ON (“EV9” lit) 
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7-8 MODBUS protocol support reference table 
 

Analog setting value (40001 to 49999) 

Setup parameter ① Setup parameter ② 1 type parameter 
Execution parameters and 
specific parameters 

No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents 
40001 Input type 40051 Transmission type 40101 [Secondary] Output gap 40151 Running SV 

40002  40052 Transmission scale zero 40102 [Secondary] P 40152 
Running time “hour” or 
“minute” 

40003  40053 Transmission scale span 40103 [Secondary] I 40153 
Running time “minute” or 
“second” 

40004 Measuring range lower limit 40054  40104 [Secondary] D 40154  

40005 
Measuring range higher 
limit 

40055  40105
[Secondary] Output limiter 
lower limit 

40155  

40006 Linear scale zero 40056  40106
［[Secondary] Output limiter 
higher limit 

40156 Running P 

40007 Linear scale span 40057  40107  40157 Running I 

40008 
SV decimal point/Linear 
decimal point 

40058  40108  40158 Running D 

40009 SV limiter lower limit 40059  40109  40159 
Running output limiter 
lower 

40010 SV limiter higher limit 40060  40110  40160 
Running output limiter 
higher 

40011 PV decimal point (For READ) 40061  40111  40161  

40012 Digital filter 40062  40112  40162  

40013  40063  40113 Output at PV abnormal 40163  

40014  40064  40114  40164  

40015  40065  40115  40165  

40016  40066  40116 SV rate-of-change fall 40166  

40017  40067  40117 SV rate-of-change rise 40167  

40018  40068  40118 SV rate-of-change time unit 40168 Running Guaranty soak 

40019  40069  40119
[For constant value 
operation] PV start 

40169  

40020 Decimal point for display 40070  40120  40170  

40021 Control action 40071  40121 Split Direct 40171  

40022 Pulse cycle 40072  40122 Split Reverse 40172  

40023 Feedback zero 40073  40123
[Secondary] PID/Output 
deadband 

40173  

40024 Feedback span 40074  40124 PID/ Output deadband 40174  

40025 Feedback deadband 40075  40125  40175  

40026 [Secondary] Control action 40076  40126  40176  

40027 [Secondary] Pulse cycle 40077  40127  40177  

40028 [Secondary] Control method 40078  40128  40178  

40029  40079 Digital transmission type 40129  40179  

40030 Alarm event reset 40080  40130  40180  

40031 Event mode ”EV1” 40081  40131 Remote filter 40181 Running event value ”EV1”

40032 Event deadband ”EV1” 40082  40132  40182  

40033 Event output phase ”EV1” 40083  40133 Cascade input γ (ratio) 40183 Running event value ”EV2”

40034  40084  40134 Cascade input β (bias) 40184  

40035  40085 Event mode ”EV5” 40135  40185 Running event value ”EV3”

40036 Event mode ”EV2” 40086 Event mode ”EV6” 40136  40186  

40037 Event deadband ”EV2” 40087 Event mode ”EV7” 40137  40187 Running event value ”EV4”

40038 Event output phase ”EV2” 40088 Event mode ”EV8” 40138  40188  

40039  40089 Event mode ”EV9” 40139  40189  

40040  40090  40140  40190  

40041 Event mode ”EV3” 40091  40141 Operation initial screen 40191  

40042 Event deadband ”EV3” 40092 Action on power ON 40142
Operation screen SV 
display 

40192  

40043 Event output phase ”EV3” 40093 Alarm action on READY 40143 Remote/Local switch 40193  

40044  40094  40144 Remote scale zero 40194  

40045  40095 Event output phase ”EV5” 40145 Remote scale span 40195  

40046 Event mode ”EV4” 40096 Event output phase ”EV6” 40146  40196  

40047 Event deadband ”EV4” 40097 Event output phase ”EV7” 40147  40197  

40048 Event output phase ”EV4” 40098 Event output phase ”EV8” 40148 Control algorithm 40198  

40049  40099 Event output phase ”EV9” 40149 FF control switch 40199  

40050  40100  40150  40200  
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Analog setting value (40001 to 4999) 

Group parameters 8 types No.1 Group parameters 8 types No.2 Group parameters 8 types No.3 Group parameters 8 types No.4 

No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents 

40201 
[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40251 

[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40301

[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40351 

[Constant value operation] 

SV 

40202  40252  40302  40352  

40203  40253  40303  40353  

40204  40254  40304  40354  

40205  40255  40305  40355  

40206  P 40256  P 40306  P 40356  P 

40207  I 40257  I 40307  I 40357  I 

40208  D 40258  D 40308  D 40358  D 

40209 Output limiter lower limit 40259 Output limiter lower limit 40309 Output limiter lower limit 40359 Output limiter lower limit 

40210 Output limiter higher limit 40260 Output limiter higher limit 40310 Output limiter higher limit 40360 Output limiter higher limit 

40211 
Output rate of change 

limiter Fall 
40261  40311  40361  

40212 
Output rate of change 

limiter Rise 
40262  40312  40362  

40213 Sensor correction 40263  40313  40363  

40214  40264  40314  40364  

40215  40265  40315  40365  

40216 Output preset 40266  40316  40366  

40217  40267  40317  40367  

40218 Guaranty soak 40268 Guaranty soak 40318 Guaranty soak 40368 Guaranty soak 

40219  40269  40319  40369  

40220  40270  40320  40370  

40221  40271  40321  40371  

40222  40272  40322  40372  

40223  40273  40323  40373  

40224  40274  40324  40374  

40225  40275  40325  40375  

40226  40276  40326  40376  

40227  40277  40327  40377  

40228  40278  40328  40378  

40229  40279  40329  40379  

40230  40280  40330  40380  

40231 Event value “EV1” 40281 Event value “EV1” 40331 Event value “EV1” 40381 Event value “EV1” 

40232  40282  40332  40382  

40233 Event value “EV2” 40283 Event value “EV2” 40333 Event value “EV2” 40383 Event value “EV2” 

40234  40284  40334  40384  

40235 Event value “EV3” 40285 Event value “EV3” 40335 Event value “EV3” 40385 Event value “EV3” 

40236  40286  40336  40386  

40237 Event value “EV4” 40287 Event value “EV4” 40337 Event value “EV4” 40387 Event value “EV4” 

40238  40288  40338  40388  

40239  40289  40339  40389  

40240  40290  40340  40390  

40241  40291  40341  40391  

40242  40292  40342  40392  

40243  40293  40343  40393  

40244  40294  40344  40394  

40245  40295  40345  40395  

40246 Remote shift 40296  40346  40396  

40247  40297  40347  40397  

40248  40298  40348  40398  

40249  40299  40349  40399  

40250  40300  40350  40400  
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Analog setting value (40001 to 49999) 

Group parameter 8 types No.5 Group parameter 8 types No.6 Group parameter 8 types No.7 Group parameter 8 types No.8 

No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents 

40401 
[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40451 

[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40501

[Constant value operation] 

SV 
40551 

[Constant value operation] 

SV 

40402  40452  40502  40552  

40403  40453  40503  40553  

40404  40454  40504  40554  

40405  40455  40505  40555  

40406  P 40456  P 40506  P 40556  P 

40407  I 40457  I 40507  I 40557  I 

40408  D 40458  D 40508  D 40558  D 

40409 Output limiter lower limit 40459 Output limiter lower limit 40509 Output limiter lower limit 40559 Output limiter lower limit 

40410 Output limiter higher limit 40460 Output limiter higher limit 40510 Output limiter higher limit 40560 Output limiter higher limit 

40411  40461  40511  40561  

40412  40462  40512  40562  

40413  40463  40513  40563  

40414  40464  40514  40564  

40415  40465  40515  40565  

40416  40466  40516  40566  

40417  40467  40517  40567  

40418 Guaranty soak 40468 Guaranty soak 40518 Guaranty soak 40568 Guaranty soak 

40419  40469  40519  40569  

40420  40470  40520  40570  

40421  40471  40521  40571  

40422  40472  40522  40572  

40423  40473  40523  40573  

40424  40474  40524  40574  

40425  40475  40525  40575  

40426  40476  40526  40576  

40427  40477  40527  40577  

40428  40478  40528  40578  

40429  40479  40529  40579  

40430  40480  40530  40580  

40431 Event value “EV1” 40481 Event value “EV1” 40531 Event value “EV1” 40581 Event value “EV1” 

40432  40482  40532  40582  

40433 Event value “EV2” 40483 Event value “EV2” 40533 Event value ”EV2” 40583 Event value “EV2” 

40434  40484  40534  40584  

40435 Event value “EV3” 40485 Event value “EV3” 40535 Event value “EV3” 40585 Event value “EV3” 

40436  40486  40536  40586  

40437 Event value “EV4” 40487 Event value “EV4” 40537 Event value “EV4” 40587 Event value “EV4” 

40438  40488  40538  40588  

40439  40489  40539  40589  

40440  40490  40540  40590  

40441  40491  40541  40591  

40442  40492  40542  40592  

40443  40493  40543  40593  

40444  40494  40544  40594  

40445  40495  40545  40595  

40446  40496  40546  40596  

40447  40497  40547  40597  

40448  40498  40548  40598  

40449  40499  40549  40599  

40450  40500  40550  40600  
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Analog setting value (40001 to 49999) 

Function Setting parameter System setting Program pattern information 

No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents No. Contents 

40651  40701 
[Secondary] Rate of 

change limiter Fall 
48001 External signal input No.1 49001  

40652  40702 
[Secondary] Rate of 

change limiter Rise 
48002 External signal input No.2 49002  

40653  40703  48003 External signal input No.3 49003 [For pattern R/W] Pattern No. 

40654  40704  48004 External signal input No.4 49004 [For pattern R/W] Step No. 

40655  40705 [Secondary]Output preset 48005 External signal input No.5 49005  

40656  40706  48006 External signal input No.6 49006 SV 

40657  40707 Preset manual 48007 External signal input No.7 49007 Time “hour” or “minute” 

40658  40708 [Secondary] Preset manual 48008  49008 Time “minute” or “second”

40659  40709  48009  49009  

40660  40710  48010  49010 Execution No.select 

40661  40711  48011  49011  

40662  40712  48012  49012  

40663  40713  48013  49013  

40664  40714  48014  49014  

40665  40715  48015  49015  

40666  40716  48016  49016  

40667  40717  48017  49017  

40668  40718  48018  49018  

40669  40719  48019  49019  

40670  40720  48020  49020  

40671  40721  48021  49021  

40672  40722  48022  49022  

40673  40723  48023  49023  

40674  40724  48024  49024  

40675  40725  48025  49025  

40676  40726  48026  49026  

40677  40727  48027  49027  

40678  40728  48028  49028  

40679  40729  48029  49029  

40680  40730  48030  49030  

40681 Multi-output switch 40731  48031  49031  

40682  40732  48032  49032  

40683  40733  48033  49033  

40684  40734  48034  49034  

40685  40735  48035  49035  

40686  40736  48036  49036  

40687  40737  48037  49037  

40688  40738  48038  49038  

40689  40739  48039  49039  

40690  40740  48040  49040 Step number 

40691 
Calculation RESET at 

READY 
40741  48041  49041 Start SV 

40692 A. R. W. lower limit 40742  48042  49042 PV Start 

40693 A. R. W. higher limit 40743  48043  49043 Pattern No. of linked 

40694  40744  48044  49044 Output 1 at END 

40695  40745  48045  49045 Output 2 at END 

40696  40746  48046  49046  

40697  40747  48047  49047  

40698  40748  48048  49048 Time unit 

40699  40749  48049  49049 SV at RESET 

40700  40750  48050  49050  
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Analog setting value (40001 to 49999) 

Program pattern setting/editing Operation status information   

No. Contents No. Contents     

49051  49501 Key lock 49551    

49052  49502 Auto tuning 49552    

49053  49503 A/M switch 49553    

49054  49504 Manual output 49554    

49055 Pattern repeat 49505  49555    

49056 Running SV 49506 [Secondary] Manual output 49556    

49057 
Running time “hour ” or 

“minute” 
49507  49557    

49058 
Running time “minute” or 

“second” 
49508  49558    

49059  49509  49559    

49060  49510 RUN/READY switch 49560    

49061  49511 Execution No.select 49561    

49062  49512 Remote SV 49562    

49063  49513  49563    

49064  49514  49564    

49065  49515  49565    

49066 Pattern No. 49516  49566    

49067 Program drive 49517  49567    

49068  49518  49568    

49069  49519  49569    

49070  49520  49570    

49071  49521 
Program/constant value 

operation switch 
49571    

49072  49522  49572    

49073  49523  49573    

49074  49524  49574    

49075  49525  49575    

49076  49526  49576    

49077  49527  49577    

49078  49528  49578    

49079  49529  49579    

49080  49530  49580    

49081  49531 Tracking at local switch 49581    

49082  49532  49582    

49083  49533  49583    

49084  49534 
Time display of operation 

screen 
49584    

49085  49535  49585    

49086  49536  49586    

49087  49537  49587    

49088  49538  49588    

49089  49539  49589 Parameter storage   

49090  49540  49590    

49091  49541  49591    

49092  49542  49592    

49093 Pattern copy 49543  49593    

49094 Pattern clear 49544  49594    

49095  49545  49595    

49096  49546  49596    

49097  49547  49597    

49098  49548  49598    

49099  49549  49599    

49100  49550  49600    
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Analog setting value (30001 to 39999) 

Real data & parameter    

No. Contents       

30101 PV (measured value)       

30102 PV status       

30103 SV (setting value)       

30104 SV status       

30105 MV1 (Output 1 value)       

30106 MV1 status       

30107 MV2 (Output 2 value)       

30108 MV2 status       

30109 Running SV       

30110 Running Event value 1       

30111 Running Event value 2       

30112 Running Event value 3       

30113 Running Event value4       

30114 Running P       

30115 Running I       

30116 Running D       

30117 
Running output limiter lower 

limit 
      

30118 
Running output limiter 

higher limit 
      

30119        

30120        

30121        

30122        

30123        

30124 Execution No.select       

30125        

30126 PTN (running pattern No.)       

30127 STP (running step No.)       

30128 Step time “hour or “minute”       

30129 
Step time “minute” or 

“second” 
      

30130 Time display       

30131 Time display screen Unit       

30132        

30133 CT measured value       

30134 FB measured value       

30135        

30136        

30137        

30138        

30139        

30140        

30141 Lock status       

30142 Event status       

30143 Abnormal status       

30144        

30145        

30146        

30147        

30148        

30149        

30150        
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Digital setting value (1 to 10000) Digital input data (10001 to 20000) 

Tuning  System abnormal status Event status 

No. Contents   No. Contents No. Contents 

101 AT1   10001  10101  

102    10002 System abnormal 10102  

103    10003  10103  

104    10004  10104  

105    10005  10105  

106    10006  10106  

107    10007  10107  

108    10008  10108  

109    10009  10109  

110    10010  10110  

111 FB tuning   10011  10111  

112    10012  10112  

113    10013  10113  

114    10014  10114  

115    10015  10115  

116    10016  10116  

117    10017  10117 Event 1status 

118    10018  10118 Event 1output reset status 

119    10019  10119 Event 2 status 

120    10020  10120 Event 2 output reset status

121    10021  10121 Event 3 status 

122    10022  10122 Event 3 output reset status 

123    10023  10123 Event 4 status 

124    10024  10124 Event 4output reset stats 

125    10025  10125 Event 5 status 

126    10026  10126  

127    10027  10127 Event 6 status 

128    10028  10128  

129    10029  10129 Event 7 status 

130    10030  10130  

131    10031  10131 Event 8 status 

132    10032  10132  

133    10033  10133 Event 9 status 

134    10034  10134  

135    10035  10135  

136    10036  10136  

137    10037  10137  

138    10038  10138  

139    10039  10139  

140    10040  10140  

141    10041  10141  

142    10042  10142  

143    10043  10143  

144    10044  10144  

145    10045  10145  

146    10046  10146  

147    10047  10147  

148    10048  10148  

149    10049  10149  

150    10050  10150  
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7-9 Measuring range and decimal point position 
 

Input type Measuring range 
Decimal point 

position 

Thermocouple 

B  0.0 to 1820.0 1 

R  0.0 to 1760.0 1 

S  0.0 to 1760.0 1 

N  0.0 to 1300.0 1 

K1  -200.0 to 1370.0 1 

K2  -200.0 to 500.0 1 

E  -200.0 to 900.0 1 

J  -200.0 to 1200.0 1 

T  -200.0 to 400.0 1 

U  -200.0 to 400.0 1 

L  -200.0 to 900.0 1 

WRe5-WRe26  0.0 to 2310.0 1 

W-WRe26  0.0 to 2310.0 1 

PlatinelⅡ  0.0 to 1390.0 1 

PtRh40-PtRh20  0.0 to 1880.0 1 

Au-Pt  0.0 to 1000.0 1 

Resistance 
thermometer 

(RTD) 

Pt100_1  -200.0 to 850.0 1 

Pt100_2  -200.0 to 200.0 1 

JPt100_1  -200.0 to 649.0 1 

JPt100_2  -200.0 to 200.0 1 

Pt50  -200.0 to 649.0 1 

DC voltage 

20mV -20.00 to 20.00 0 to 4 

100mV  -100.0 to 100.0 0 to 4 

5V  -5.000 to 5.000 0 to 4 

10V  -10.000 to 10.000 0 to 4 
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8 Communication transmission, communication 
remote 

 

8-1 Overview 
This instrument can not only communicate with the PC but also digital communicate with this 
instrument → DB600 series (CHINO’s controller – DB600 series). It is called "Communication 
transmission (digital transmission)", "Communication remote (digital remote)". 
If multiple DBs operate with the same condition, 1 machine from amongst them is the master unit 
(set as digital transmission) and the others are slave units (set as digital remote) and maximum of 31 
slave unit SVs can be set by communication.  
Setting of master unit for digital transmission and digital remote of slave unit that receive it is done 
by front key setting (MODEa). Refer to the section 5-2. 
 
 Setting of digital transmission function (master unit) 

① Set as [digital transmission] at “communication function (MODEa)”. 
 
 Setting of digital remote function (slave unit) 

① Set as [digital remote input] at “communication function (MODEa)”. 

② Set as [remote SV operation] at “remote/local switch (MODEc)”. 

③ Short (ON) R/L (digital) DI terminal. 
 
 Communication function settings and transmission data contents 

Communication function (MODE) 
setting 

(master unit) → (slave unit) 
Transmission data contents 

[MODBUS] protocol 
(digital transmission) → (digital 
remote) 

 MODBUS protocol 
 Master unit transmit [RUN/READY status], [SV No.] and 

[Remote SV data (no decimal point information)] then slave 
unit receives those. 

*If there are decimal place difference between master unit and 
slave unit, adjust at “decimal point for display (MODE5)”. 

[PRIVATE] protocol 
(digital transmission) → (digital 
remote) 

 PRIVAE protocol 
 Master unit transmit [Remote SV data (with decimal point 

information)] then slave unit receives it. 

 
To receive by slave unit, it is necessary to switch slave unit to remote. 
Perform following operation as master unit/slave unit. 
 

［MODBUS protocol］ 
RUN/READY ·············· Master unit: For constant value operation, transmit “RUN/READY 

(operation screen)”. 
For program operation, transmit “program operation RESET 
[=READY]/RUN [=RESET other] (operation screen)”. 

  Slave unit: Receive as “RUN/READY (operation screen)”. 
SV No. ······················· Master unit: Transmit “Execution No. selection for constant value 

operation (operation screen)”. 
 Slave unit: Receive as “Execution No. selection for constant value 

operation (operation screen)”. 
  *If master unit is KP or DP and selecting No.9, the slave unit does not 

receive. 
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Remote SV data ·········· Master unit: Transmit data set at “Digital transmission type 
(MODEa)”. 

  Slave unit: Receive as remote SV. 
  *If remote/local switch (MODEc) or R/L (digital) DI terminal is local 

status, receives [RUN/READY] and [SV No.].  
 
［PRIVATE protocol］ 

Remote SV data ········ Master unit: Transmit data set at “Digital transmission type 
(MODEa)”. 

  Slave unit: Receive as remote SV. 
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8-2 Specification of communication division 
 
Communication 
method 

: Start-stop synchronization

Communication 
speed 

: 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400bps switch

Start bit : 1 bit 
Data length*1 : 7 bits/ 8 bits
Parity bit*1 : None/ Even/ Odd
Stop bit*1 : 1 bit/ 2 bits
Transmission code : ASCII (MODBUS ASCII、PRIVATE)

Binary (MODBUS RTU) 
Error check 
(Error detection) 

: CRC-16 (MODBUS RTU)
LRC (MODBUS ASCII) 
Check sum*2 (PRIVATE) 

Usage signal name : Sending and receiving data only (without using the control 
signal) 

*1 For MODBUS RTU, only 8 bits 
For PRIVATE only 7 bits/ even parity/ stop bit 1 
*2 Check sum (BC)  
Check sum means, total sum of characters after STX up to ETX, low order 8 bits are 
split into high and low order 4 bits and are converted to characters from 0 to F and are sent and 
received in order of low order then high order. 
 
e.g.) 

 
 

Character △ △ △ 3 0 0 ● 0 ETX 
Total 

sum=BCC
ASCII 
code 

20h 20h 20h 33h 30h 30h 2Eh 30h 03h 154h=45
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8-3 Digital transmission setting 
In digital transmission of this instrument, set the following parameters. 
 

① Set communication protocol (Refer to the section 5-1) 

① Set communication function (Refer to the section 5-2) 

② Set communication transmission speed (Refer to the section 5-4) 

③ Set communication character (Refer to the section 5-5) 

④ Set digital transmission type (Refer to the section 5-6) 

⑤ Set digital transmission cycle (Refer to the section 5-7) 
 

 
 

Reference 

・ For PRIVATE protocol digital remote, output data from following format. 
 

 

 
Data output: PV (measured value), SV(setting value), MV1(output 1 value), 

MV2(second output value) 
 
・ For MODBUS protocol digital transmission, data output the data by slave address 

‘0’ in MODBUS format. 
 

 
 

8-4 Digital remote setting 
If the instrument is set to digital remote, SV data is received by digital communication. Just by the 
reception of SV data not being analog but digital communication, it has a function similar to 
remote/local (Option). However in digital remote, there is no remote scale function. 
By combining digital transmission; this instrument and digital remote; this instrument, remote 
control and zone control without errors are possible. 
 
In digital remote of this instrument, set the following parameters. 

⑥ Set communication protocol (Refer to the section 5-1) 

⑦ Set communication function (Refer to the section 5-2) 

⑧ Set communication transmission speed (Refer to the section 5-4) 

⑨ Set communication character (Refer to the section 5-5) 

⑩ Set digital transmission type (Refer to the section 5-6) 

⑪ Set digital transmission cycle (Refer to the section 5-7) 

⑫ Set remote SV shift, remote filter if necessary (Refer to the instruction manual [general] section 
5-12) 

 
When this instrument receives first remote SV data, “REM” in operation status display lights and 
it become digital remote status.  
Until receiving first remote SV data, control is done by local SV. Same as at the power ON. 
 

Reference 

・ For PRIVATE protocol digital remote, receive data from following format. 
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   Caution 
・ When connecting this instrument using digital transmission and digital 

remote, set the communication speed and the protocol same. 

・ If analog remote and digital remote are used simultaneously analog remote 

takes precedence. 

・ Analog transmission type (MODEb) and digital transmission type (MODEa) 

can be set separately. 

・ If analog transmission and digital transmission are used simultaneously, 

transmission output is done by the both. 

・ If connected with device other than this instrument, alarm event 

activation/reset status may differ. 

・ Set “transmission scale zero/span (MODEb)” and “remote scale zero/ 

span (MODEc) at analog transmission/analog remote.  

Therefore, if using digital transmission, it does not need to be set. 

 
  

！ 
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8-5 Wiring 
Refer to the section 6-1 about the terminal number. 
 
 For RS-422A 

 

 
 
 

 For RS-485 
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8-6 Example of combination 
 

8-6-1 Multi-zone temperature control 
Digital transmit SV by master unit; this instrument and slave unit; this instrument receives by 
digital remote.  
As there is no error in analog division, remote control with good precision is possible. If remote shift 
of DB is used, temperature slope can be held in multi-zone. 
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8-6-2 Temperature controlling burning furnace 
Digital transmission for PV is done by using master unit in the center and slave units in both ends 
receive PV as SV by using digital remote and furnace can be controlled properly and soakingly. 
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